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AIZATULLIN
Marat
Minister of Construction, Architecture,
and Housing and Communal Services
of the Republic of Tatarstan

Dear colleagues!
Dear friends!

The construction sector involves a huge 
number of people. It is a critical sector 
of economics. In terms of the rate of 
residential development, Tatarstan is 
among the top five regions across the 
country. The resource base of the 
Republic of Tatarstan is sustainable, and 
one of the largest in the Russian 
Federation, with a vast range of 
building material output.

msagkh@tatar.ru

minstroy.tatarstan.ru

+7 (843) 231-14-10
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“The construction sector share in GRP is 
7.8%.
In 2020, the number of commissioned 
buildings increased by 23.1%.

You are welcome to invest in the 
prosperity of Russia".

Major development companies opt for 
Tatarstan not just owing to our well-
proven resource portfolio. We are 
ranked among the top ten Russian 
regions in terms of residential 
development, which is indicative of 
ever-increasing demand in the 
intensively growing market. Tatarstan 
offers promising opportunities 
regarding both production of building 
materials and construction machinery, 
and for the construction of residential 
and commercial premises, and 
infrastructure facilities.

MINULLINA
Talia
Head of Tatarstan Investment Development Agency,
a cabinet officer of the Goverment
of the Republic of Tatarstan

tida@tatar.ru

investtatarstan

tida.tatarstan.ru

invest.tatarstan.ru

+7 (843) 570-40-01



TATARSTAN ON THE MAP OF RUSSIA

GMT +03:00
Time zone
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The Republic of Tatarstan

50% of population 

of the Russian Federation lives within the distance of

from Kazan1000 km

The capital is the city of Kazan

2
68,000 k m
Total area

3.9 mln
Population

74  years
Life expectancy 

1,001.6

1,305.9

1,437.0
1,551.5

1,661.4

1,833.2

1,944.1

2,115.5

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017    2018    2019    2020

Tatarstan's GRP, 
bln. rubles

2,469,2

2,446.7  

Gross  
regional product   
in 2020

2.4 mln. 
people
Employable 
population

38,500
rubles
The average 
monthly salary

2.6 %
Unemployment rate
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bln. rubles

(Kazan)

2,584.3
2,446.7
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COMPETITIVE CAPACITY OF TATARSTAN
IN THE WORLD

166 countries
are economical 
partners of Tatarstan

 

 

$12.4 bln.

The external trade turnover in 2020 including
$8.72 bln. are the export turnover
and $3.64 bln. are the import turnover

9

mln. tons
32.6  

Oil production
in 2020

529.4
bln. rubles
the total output
in the oil refinery sector  

99 %
Refinery yield 
(TANEKO JSC)

Oil production and oil refinery:

27.7% 
of the Russian's 
ethylene polymer output

58.8% of truck tires 35.8%
of Russian's trucks

Tatarstan produces:

25.8% of passenger cars
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EXTENSIVE INVESTMENT INFRASTRUCTURE
  

ADZ SEZ

100 sites
are functioning 
in Tatarstan
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Tatarstan is the only region in Russia to host seven sites having been granted tax incen-
tives. The Republic of Tatarstan has two special economic zones (SEZ), and five advanced 
development zones (ADZ). All seven sites are granted tax preferences and have ready-
made infrastructure.

Investment map of the Republic of Tatarstan

Tax privileges

Allocated land

Ready 
infrastructure

Workforce 
availability

Convenient logistics

Efficient management
team

Advantages of sites

MENDELEYEVSK

NIZHNEKAMSK

CHISTOPOL

N. CHELNY

ZELENODOLSK



     

1,880 k m
of railways

8 
federal roads
totaling 1,070 km in length

3 
river ports
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39,200  km
Road network

3 
A-class 
logistic complex

2 
international airport: 

65 routes,
including 30 international flights,
15 daily flights to Moscow

TATARSTAN: OPTIMAL LOGISTICS  

 OF PRODUCTION AND SALES  
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Tatarstan is located in the very middle of the European part of the country at the intersection 
of critical trade routes connecting Europe and Asia by land, by air, and by water.

N.Novgorod

Moscow

Ulyanovsk
Saratov
Volgograd
Astrakhan

Ufa

Ufa

Orenburg

Samara

to Kazan

From Moscow 12 hours 1 h 30 m 12-16 hours

From St.-Petersburg 21 hours 2 h 30 m 23 hours

10 out 15 Russian with a million-plus 
population are located within  1,000 km  

from Kazan



Amount of works completed in the field of construction in 2020.

bln. rubles
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The sector's contribution to the Tatarstan's economy in 2020.

(96% versus the level of 2019)

%

KAZAN IS THE CONSTRUCTION CAPITAL 
OF VOLGA REGION
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Amount of works completed by major and middle-size companies
in the field of construction, %

42.8%

25.1%

7.8%

7.3%

16.6%

0.4% 42.8%

25.1%

7.8%

7.3%

16.6%

Erection of residential and non-residential 
buildings 

General labor activities

Construction of utility facilities

Disassembling and demolition of buildings; 
site preparation

Construction of roads and railways

Electrical installation; plumbing; finishing 
works, etc.

0.4%
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UNIVERSIADE
VILLAGE

VERSATILE
 SPORTS HALLS

INDOOR
SWIMMING POOLS

VERSATILE
SPORTS YARDS

AND SKI RESORTS

ICE ARENA
“TATNEFT ARENA”

MARTIAL
ARTS ARENA

“AK BARS”

KAZAN
TENNIS ACADEMY

WATER
SPORTS ARENA

FOOTBALL
STADIUM

“AK BARS ARENA”
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SPORT FACILITIES



Kazan Expo International Exhibition Center is a new site for international and interregional 
communications, as well as for technological exchange.

Kazan Expo comprises three exhibition halls connected to the airport Kazan via a covered 
above-ground walkway.

Total area

sq.m143,361
Modern congress hall capable of

persons3000
The infrastructure of Kazan-Expo IEC includes a modern congress hall capable of 3000 
persons, 35 transformer halls capable of 30 to 500 persons; a parking zone, and food courts. 
The area totals 75,400 sq.m.

1918

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTER
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Commissioning of residential premises with a total area of

THOUS. SQ. M

Companies and enterprises of the Republic put into commission 
23,719 flats with a total (effective) area of

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX
"Hollywood"
Kazan

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX 
"KazanSu"

Kazan

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
Innopolis

in 2020

UTILITY FACILITIES
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The average price per sq.m. in 2020 is

85,000 rubles 

THOUS. SQ. M in 2020
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Construction of schools and kindergartens

Rural cultural centres Modernization of primary health
care facilities

Development of public
spaces

Complex project Cultural Heritage of Tatarstan: The ancient
city of Bolgar and the island city of Sviyazhsk

“Accessible environment”
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bln. rubles

INCLUDING:

42 MANUFACTURERS OF CONCRETE PRODUCTS

3 MANUFACTURERS OF LARGE PANELS FOR RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

18 MANUFACTURERS OF CERAMIC BRICK

3 MANUFACTURERS OF SILICA BRICK

3 MANUFACTURERS OF AERATED CONCRETE

14 MANUFACTURERS OF HEAT INSULATORS

24

PRODUCTION OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS The total output of major and middle-size companies
of the construction sector

in 2020

The number of building material manufacturers
including middle-size and small companies as at 2020



PROM-QUARRY, LLC

Head's full name: 
ГMarat Foatovich Galiev

Products:

Sand, lime

Annual output: 

50,000 m³

Yamasheva Street 6/36, the town of Aznakaevo District, Aznakaevo, 4423332, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (960) 088-74-74, 8-960-088-57-57

Contact details: 

2726

WATER TREATMENT AND WATER DISCHARGE
(PRODUCTION OF PIPING COMPONENTS AND SPARE PARTS

FOR INDUSTRIAL BOILERS AND STEAM GENERATORS)

EURO ACCENT SABA, JSC

Head's full name: 
Sergey Valentinovich Krasavin

Products:

Items of glass-filled polymers

Annual output: 

~ 200 mln. rubles

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

~ 150 mln. rubles

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Основные партнеры: 

Stroiteley Street 2a, the settlement of Bogatye Saby, Saby District, 422060, the Republic of Tatarstan;

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry: 

High quality, application of advanced Russian, German, Finnish, and Czechian solutions enables fabrication of 

environmentally safe equipment optimally suitable for Russian climatic conditions, and improves the production 

quality of treatment structures, vessels, and pump stations.

Контакты: 

8 (843) 203-55-75, 248-43-97, 8 (903) 344-17- 33

Construction of a new plant in the territory of Saba Industrial Park

UKS, JSC; Sigma, LLC; VolgaStroyService, LLC

MINING OF BUILDING STONE,
LIMESTONE, SAND, ETC.
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TATAUTODOR-AKTANYSH, JSC

Head's full name: 
Raian Khaziakhmetovich Abuziarov

Products:

Sand

Annual output:

50,000 m³

Shkolnaya Street 31, Aktanysh District, 423470, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85552) 3-30-08, 8 (909) 311-68-25
Contact details:

ALEXEEVSKAIA CERAMICA, JSC

Head's full name: 
Ramis Raisovich Kabirov

Products: 
Brick clay, porcelain clay

Annual output:

25,000 to 35,000 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

467.4 mln. rubles - 100% (residual 51.7 mln. rubles inclusive)

LMA, LLC; Tulpar, LLC; Brick Industry, LLC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

The production cycle is under continuous refinement to reach the supreme quality of bricks and maximize the 

output..

The color range of products includes the following intense colors: red, Ivory, Bavarian masonry; available in two 

formats: ordinary, sesquialteral; two types of surface: flat with rustique-style texture, and antique-style brick made by 

hand molding method..

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
Kirpichno-Zavodskaya Street 10, Alexeevskoe District, the settlement of Alexeevskoe, 422900, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (84341) 2-66-07, alexkeram@yandex.ru

Основные партнеры: 

ALEXEEVSKDORSTROY, JSC

Head's full name: 
Marat Damirovich Sattarov

Products:

Sand

Annual output: 

20,000 m³

Chistopolskaya Street 3, Alexeevskoe District, the settlement of Alexeevo, 422900, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8(8241) 2-25-45

Contact details: 

ООО «ПРОМКАРЬЕР»

ФИО руководителя: 
Галиев Марат Фоатович

Производимая продукция: 
Песок, известняк

Объемы производства: 

50 тыс. м³ в год

Контакты: 
4423332, РТ, Азнакаевский район, г. Азнакаево, ул. Ямашева, д. 6, кв. 36; 

8 (960) 088-74-74, 8-960-088-57-57
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ВОДОПОДГОТОВКА И ВОДООТВЕДЕНИЕ
(ПРОИЗВОДСТВО КОМПЛЕКТУЮЩИХ И ЗАПАСНЫХ ЧАСТЕЙ К ТРУБНОЙ ЧАСТИ

ПРОМЫШЛЕННЫХ КОТЛОВ И ПАРОГЕНЕРАТОРОВ)

ООО «ЕВРО АКЦЕНТ САБА»

ФИО руководителя: 
Красавин Сергей Валентинович

Производимая продукция: 
Изделия из стеклопластика

Объемы производства: 

~ 200 млн. руб

Объемы сбыта на территории Республики Татарстан: 

~ 150 млн. руб.

Высокое качество, использование передовых российских, немецких, финских  и чешских технологий 

позволяет изготавливать экологическое оборудование максимально подходящее для климатических 

условий России и повышает качество изготовления очистных сооружений, емкостей и насосных станций

Контакты: 

Строительство нового завода на территории промышленного парка «Саба»

Преимущества продукции по сравнению с конкурентами:

Намерения и предложения по развитию компании и отрасли в целом: 

АО «УКС», ООО «Сигма», ООО «ВолгаСтройСервис»

422060, РТ, Сабинский район, пгт. Богатые Сабы, ул. Строителей, д. 2а, 8 (843) 203-55-75, 248-43-97, 8 (903) 344-17-

33

Основные партнеры: 

ДОБЫЧА СТРОИТЕЛЬНОГО КАМНЯ,
ИЗВЕСТНЯКА И ПЕСКА И ДР. 

ООО «ТАТАВТОДОР-АКТАНЫШ»

ФИО руководителя: 
Абузяров Раян Хазиахметович

Производимая продукция: 
Песок

Объемы производства: 

50 тыс. м³ в год

423740, РТ, Актанышский район, с. Актаныш, ул. Школьная, д. 31; 8 (85552) 3-30-08, 8 (909) 311-68-25
Контакты: 

ОАО «АЛЕКСЕЕВСКАЯ КЕРАМИКА»

ФИО руководителя: 
Кабиров Рамис Раисович

Производимая продукция: 
Глина кирпичная, глина светложгущая

Объемы производства: 

25,0-35,0 тыс.м³ в год 
Объемы сбыта на территории Республики Татарстан: 

467,4 млн. руб.  – 100 % (с учетом остатков 51,7 млн. руб.)

Преимущества продукции по сравнению с конкурентами:

Намерения и предложения по развитию компании и отрасли в целом: 

Основные партнеры: 

Цветовая гамма продукции включает в себя насыщенные цвета: красный, «Слоновая кость», «Баварская 

кладка»; имеет два вида формата: одинарный, полуторный; два типа поверхности: гладкий с фактурным 

рисунком в стиле «Рустик» и кирпич под старину, изготовленный путем ручного  формования.

Контакты: 

8 (84341) 2-66-07, alexkeram@yandex.ru 

ООО «Лма», ООО «Тулпар», ООО «Индустрия кирпича»

422900, РТ, пгт. Алексеевское, ул. Кирпично-Заводская, д. 10;

Ведется работа над улучшением качества кирпича и увеличением объема производства.

ОАО «АЛЕКСЕЕВСКДОРСТРОЙ»

ФИО руководителя: 
Саттаров Марат Дамирович

Производимая продукция: 
Песок

Объемы производства: 

20 тыс. м³ в год

Контакты: 
422900, РТ, Алексеевский район, пгт. Алексеевское, ул. Чистопольская, д. 3; 8(8241) 2-25-45



BALTASIAGROKHIMSERVICE, LLC
Head's full name:

Nail Raufovich Giliazov
Products:

Crushed stone, lime powder

Annual output:

Rubble: 152,000 tons,

lime powder: 55,000 tons annually

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Rubble: 100,000 tons,

lime powder: 55,000 tons

Kazanskaya Street 8, the settlement of Baltasi, 422250, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84368 ) 2-43-44

Bist, LLC; Meliorator, LLC, Road Service, LLC; Transspecstroy, LLC; Glafstroy, LLC.

High quality, affordable price

Agriculture production buildup, and deployment of recycling facilities in the territory of the existing plant. High-

quality rubble production buildup.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details: 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners:

AK-KUL, LLC
Head's full name:

Raian Khaziakhmetovich Abuziarov
Products:

Sand, lime

Annual output:

30,000 m³

Kosmonavtov Street 110a/2, the town of Buinsk, Buinsk District, 422430, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84374) 3-17-89
Contact details:

CERAMICA-SINTEZ, LLC
Head's full name:

Rustam Akhtamovich Fairutshin
Products:

Brick clay

Annual output:

50,000 m³

S.Saidashev Street 1, the village of Shelanga, Verkhniy Uslon District, 422577, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84379) 32-7-88
Contact details: 

No development intention since the enterprise performs sustainably and fully utilizes its production facilities to the 

extent allowed by available resources.

Key partners: 
StroyAlliance, LLC; Teplaia Ceramica, TC

Extra information:
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MATIUSHINSK QUARRY, LLC
Head's full name:

Mars Khasanzanovich Gimatdinov
Products:

Carbonate rocks

Annual output:

35,000 m³

Contact details: 
Central Street 1/1, the village of Bakcha-Saray, Verkhniy Uslon District, 422575, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 562-22-93

VOLGA REGION ZEOLITES, LLC
Head's full name:

Mansur Rafinatovich Yarullin
Products:

Marl

Annual output:

55,000 to 110,000 m³

Contact details: 
Dorozhnaya Street 10, the village of Nizhnee Chekurskoe, Drozhzhanoe District, 422483, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 225-19-85

DROZHZHANOEAGROKHIMSERVICE, LLC
Head's full name:

Albert Alfikovich Nizamov
Products:

Carbonate rocks

Annual output:

16,900 m³

2928

ATNIAAGROKHIM, LLC
Head's full name:

Reval Ravilovich Galiautdinov
Products:

Rubble of grade 600, fractions: 5-20, 20-40, 40-70

Annual output:

120,000 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

120,000 tons

Sovetskaya Street 9, the village of Bolshaya Atnya, 422750, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84369) 2-15-10, 2-15-12

The market extension, technological leadership.
Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 

Mustrans, LLC; Glafstroy, LLC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Key partners:

High quality (grade 600).

Contact details:
Gazovaya Street, the village of Staroe Drozhzhanoe, 422470, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84375) 2-28-06, 2-21-57, 

Leniza-agrohim@rambler.ru
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NERUDNOE ENTERPRISE, CJSC

Head's full name:

Lenar Rafailevich Gilmullin
Products:

Sand-gravel mix, construction sand

Annual output:

200,000 to 300,000 m³

Contact details:
Moscovskaya Street 27/408, the city of Kazan, 420111, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 221-72-65

PROMRESOURCE, LLC
Head's full name:

Farit Gabdullovich Khayrullin
Products:

Sand-gravel mix, construction sand

Annual output:

70,000 to 200,000 m³

Modelnaya Street 29/1, the city of Kazan, 420054, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (919) 643-45-11
Contact details:

BATT, LLC

NK-VOLZHSKIY BEREG, LLC

Head's full name:

Ilshat Nakipovich Gabbasov

Head's full name:

Ramis Jaudatovich Ziganshin

Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Annual output:

150,000 m³

Annual output:

100,000 m³

Contact details:
Burkhan Shakhidi Street 17, the city of Kazan, 420111, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8(843) 200-97-39

Gladilova Street 41/6, the city of Kazan, 420032, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 238-99-86
Contact details: 

PERVAIA NERUDNAIA COMPANY, LLC

Head's full name:

Sergey Vladimirovich Komarov
Products:

Construction sand

Annual output:

100,000 m³

Contact details:
Gabdulla Tukai Street 75g/1, the city of Kazan, 420021, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (965) 582-64-00, 293-12-03

UNION-NERUD, LLC

Head's full name:

Lenar Rafailevich Gilmullin
Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Annual output:

50,000 m³

Contact details:
Gladilova Street 41/104, the city of Kazan, 420032, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 554-06-08

3130

CERAMGLINA, LLC
Head's full name:

Raykhan Khuziazianovich Minaziev
Products:

Ceramsite clay

Annual output:

Annual output:

Contact details:
Zavodskaya Street, Zainsk District, the town of Zainsk, 423521, the Republic of Tatarstan; Zai.Keramzit@Mail.Ru

NK-NERUD, LLC
Head's full name:

Rustem Khafizovich Garifullin
Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Annual output:

20,000 m³

Contact details:
Tetsevskaya Street, 227/13, the city of Kazan, 420085, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 554-06-08, 221-72-84; 238-45-

01; 238-45-39



8 (84377) 3-41-01 (Commercial Director), kugr.tat@bk.ru

Arachinsk Gypsum, LLC; GYPSUMCONCRETE, JSC; Sengileevsk Cement Plant, LLC; Holsim (Rus), LLC
Key partners: 

16:22:040404:26 (gypsum deposit, anticipated reserves estimated as approximately 20 mln. tons) allow retaining 

competitive advantages (usage of transshipment warehouse at the pier of Tenishevo, and roads for hauling away 

the gypsum stone) are supposed to facilitate the further development of the enterprise.

Contact details:
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PRODUCTION-COMMERCIAL COMPANY "KOTLOVKA", LLC
Head's full name:

Ilshat Nasimovish Sibgatullin
Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Annual output:

135,000 to 160,000 m³

Contact details:
Sovetskaya Street 70, the village of Kuzembetyevo, Menzelinsk District, 423710, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (8552) 77-

60-68

DOROZHNIK, LLC
Head's full name:

Kharis Khamisovich Mubarakshin
Products:

Rubble of grade М400

Annual output:

15,000 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

15,000 m³

Pugacheva Street 11, town of Mamadych, 422190, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85563) 3-26-90
Contact details:

Innovative technologies
Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality

STROITEL-K, LLC
Head's full name:

Alsu Rafaelovna Gabdullina
Products:

Sand

Annual output:

100,000 m³

8 (917) 262-86-33, 8 (84378) 3-34-43 (fax)

Contact details:
Sadovaya Street 12, the village of Imenkovo, Laishevo District, 422615, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

3332

TENKI-NERUD, LLC

ISTOCHNIC, LLC

Head's full name:

Adel Railevich Vakhitov

Head's full name:

Farit Akramovich Mubarakshin

Products:

Construction sand

Products:

Construction sand

Annual output:

300,000 m³

Annual output:

300,000 m³

Chistopolskaya Street 19/27, the city of Kazan, 420124, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (987) 207-72-45
Contact details:

Gogol Street 27a/48, the city of Kazan, 420015, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (960) 055-12-11
Contact details:

EXP CENTER, LLC
Head's full name:

Ildar Anfasovich Mustafin
Products:

Sand, lime

Annual output:

20,000 m³

Zarya Street 17/2, the city of Kazan, 420029, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 273-83-85, ngik@mail.ru
Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
White in color, a high content of the active substance (over 90%).

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Deployment of infrastructure facilities of Ak Bars Center on land plots allotted by the enterprise north of the III 

category road instead of deployment on the land plot.

KAMSKO-USTINSK GYPSUM QUARRY, JSC
Head's full name:

Zufar Gallimulovich Garafiev
Products:

Gypsum and gypsum-anhydride stone, GOST 4013-2019

Annual output:

650,000 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

90,000 tons (2020)



NAVIGATION COMPANY "KAMA-VOLGA TRANS", LLC
Head's full name:

Alexander Ivanovich Gavrilov
Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Annual output:

50,000 to 485,000 m³

Central Street 3/4, the settlement of Noviy, Tukaevo District, 423872, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (8552) 77-60-68, 77-07-22

Contact details: 

CHISTOPOLAGROKHIM, LLC

MINING ENTERPRISE "URUSSINSKOE", LLC

Head's full name:

Ilshat Ildarovich Nigmatzianov

Head's full name:

Radik Nurgalievich Soltanov

Products:

Lime

Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Annual output:

73,000 m³

Annual output:

200,000 m³

Contact details:
Uchkhoz Lane 6b, the town of Chistopol, 422980, the Republic of Tatarstan;  8 (917) 234-10-80

Urussinskaya Street 24, the settlement of Urussu, Yutazy District, 423950, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details: 

8 (85593)-2-78-72, 8 (85593)2-91-20, oooupnm@mаil.ru

5

3534

URAL, LLC

Head's full name:

Insaf Faridovich Mukhametshin
Products:

Sand

Annual output:

50,000 m³

Contact details:
Urozhainaya Street 70b, the village of Muslyumovo, Muslyumovsk District, 423970, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (937) 598-56-05

RIVER PORT "KAMA", JSC

NAVIGATION, LLC

Head's full name:

Eldar Azatovich Nabiev

Head's full name:

Zamil Saetgareevich Abrarov

Products:

Sand-gravel mix

Products:

Sand-gravel mix, sand

Annual output:

50,000 to 250,000 m³

Annual output:

300,00 to 600,000 m³

Komsomolskaya Embarkment 34, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (8552) 77-64-74, 77-64-74

Contact details:

Contact details:
Komsomolskaya Embarkment 34, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (8552) 77-78-98

GORNYAK, LLC
Head's full name:

Radik Kanifullovich Singatullin
Products:

Carbonate rocks

Annual output:

49,300 m³

Contact details: 
Pavlov Street 5a, the village of Staroe Shigaleevo, Pestretsy District, 422788, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 562-22-98, 8 (917) 873-39-28

NEDRAPROMDOBYCHA, LLC
Head's full name:

Albert Makhmutovich Makhanov
Products:

Porcelain clay

Annual output:

32,500 m³

Contact details:
Tetyushi's 200th anniversary Street 14L, floor B/1, room 1, the town of Tetyushi, Tetyushi, District, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (917) 817-87-72
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RED MASTER, LLC

Contact details:

Key partners:
Tatprof; IntexPlast; Tradelock

Zhurnalistov Street 62, the city of Kazan, 420053, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (966) 240-70-77

Refurbishment of production facilities, and extension of their capacity.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Affordable price, quick turnaround, rich experience, high quality, warranty, narrow specialization, adaptive design.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Products:

Aluminum doors, entrance units, partitions, 

stained-glass windows, all-glass structures,

special-purpose doors, etc.

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

8,000 m²

Head's full name:

Irina Dmitrievna Volik

Annual output:

11,000 m²

VALDEK, LLC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
All prefabricated house elements are ready-made (the plant performs the following works: installation of windows, 

doors, corrugated electric conduits; the arrangement of niches and channels for laying utility lines, painting wooden 

Products:

Ready-made prefabricated houses

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

The sales amount in the territory

of the Republic of Tatarstan

is up to 10% of total sales

Head's full name:

Dmitry Alexandrovich Apanasenko

Annual output:

60,000 m²

3736

FORESTRY; MANUFACTURE OF WOODENWARE
AND PREFABRICATED FACILITIES

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR E.N. KAZAKOV
Products:

Woodenware / arbolit blocks

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

1,200 m³

25 to 30 pieces per season

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Sales market expansion.

High quality of the products.

The settlement of Aksubaevo, Aksubaevo District, 423060; 8 (927) 409-49-04
Contact details: 

Head's full name:

Evgeny Nikolaevich Kazakov

Annual output:

1,200 m³

25 to 30 pieces per season

MSP, LLC

Products:

Manufacture of skirt boards and baseboards

High quality of the products

Zinina Street 3/2, the city of Kazan, 420097, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (960) 045-77-41

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Head's full name:

Marat Islamovich Minnobaev

Annual output:

23 000

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR F.I. KHUSEYNOV
Products:

Lumber, woodenware, doors

Sabantuy Street 10, the village of Karaduvan, Baltasi District, 422261, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84368) 3-20-64 

Arsk Forestry, State-financed Institution; Nefis Cosmetics, LLC; Vodostroy, LLC

Contact details:  

Key partners: 

Head's full name:

F.I. Khuseynov

Annual output:

7,096,000 rubles as at April 1, 2021
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

7,096,000 rubles as at April 1, 2021

DSK KMK 2, CJSC
Products:

Frames, panels, and planks constituting 

prefabricated houses

22.1 Street, build. 1, Elabuga District, 423606; 8 (85557) 5-19-94, 8 (987) 239-23-91, budanov.dskkmk@mail.ru, 

nit2007@mail.ru, market.dskkmk@mail.ru
Extra information: 
www.dskkmk.ru

Contact details:

Head's full name:

Sergey Nikolaevich Budanov

Annual output:

30,000 m²



3938

SABY FORESTRY, LLC
Head's full name:

Khazi Ibragimovich Faizrakhmanov
Products:

Pallets, chippings, conifer lumber, 

wood pellets, wood powder, 

drinking water

PROVERA, LLC

Unique method of profiling metal sheets by use of cascade molding to shape the metal as desired

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Attraction of new partners and expansion of the sales market

Contact details:
Lesnaya Street 23, the settlement of Krasniy Klyuch, Nizhnekamsk District, 423552, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8 (987) 215-88-77

Products:

U- and L-shaped metal profiles
Head's full name:

Olga Igorevna Nikolaeva

Annual output:

150,000 tons monthly
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Key partners:

Pictures of erected houses:  valdek.ru/ready-made-objects-and-reviews/

Contact details:

Video    customers' feedbacks: youtu.be/Pbs-YeUumgo, 

Technonikol; STO; Metal Profile; Multiplast; Dupont; Ultralam, Eternit; Wurth; Isobox, etc.

elements). Since the structural elements are ready to use, a prefabricated house can be erected for a few days (like a 

Lego kit) by means of a minimum set of tools and machinery. For example, a house with a foundation area of 120 m² 

can be erected just for 5-7 days. All materials involved are certified, harmless to health, and well proven. Superior 

quality of all structural elements of prefabricated houses is confirmed by various awards and certificates. Warranty 

for prefabricated houses is 7 years..

Extra information:
Details  on VALDEK plant:  youtu.be/LXKX5ZfU30E 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

8 (843) 210-00-44, 8 (800) 555-26-55, e-mail: zavod.valdek@yandex.ru, www.valdek.ru

introduce and efficiently implement targeted mortgage programs for the construction of country houses. It can 

contribute to the private house market expansion (against a rise in prices for apartment blocks); it's necessary to 

elaborate efficient mechanisms of preventing sudden leaps in prices for construction materials since this aspect is 

critical for clients to be sure that their expectations for investing in development projects come true (in terms of the 

final price).

Tetsevskaya Street 233, the city of Kazan, 420085, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

STROYMONTAZH, LLC (A DIVISION OF MG-GROUP)
Products:

Laminated lumber house sets,

frame-based house sets, cylinder timber house sets

Contact details:

mggroup.house/k

Vosstaniya Street 100, the city of Kazan, 420095, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 296-06-79, 248-42-13, 8 (987) 296-29-30, 8 (960) 048-66-58,Mega-m@inbox.ru 

Extra information:

Head's full name:

Shamil Minvaleevich Galeev

Annual output:

30,000 m²

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR V.A. NIKANSHIN

Head's full name:

V.A. Nikashin
Products:

Heat-modified timber (HMT)

Annual output:

up to 100 m³ per month
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

At the establishment phase (m³ in 2020)

Transport expenses are minimal (analogous programs are under implementation in Moscow, Krasnodar, Irkutsk)

Manufacture of laminated veneer lumber for low-rise development projects, bathhouses, hardscaping

Contact details:
8 (912) 959-32-44, 8 (960) 039-91-83; Anik1963@ mail.ru, Kimtermoles@yandex.ru

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR F.N. KHURAMSHIN
Head's full name:

Fanil Nailovich Khuramshin
Products:

Lumber, euro-batten, planks, boards, 

joint flooring

Annual output:

500 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

200 m³

Контакты: 
Vostochnaya Street 18c, the town of Kukmor, Kukmor District, 422101, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84364) 2-70-01

Increase sales, expand the clientele

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality, affordable prices, a wide assortment

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
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Annual output:

pallets: 268,000 pieces;

wood pellets,

wood powder: 3.3 tons,

chippings,

conifer lumber: 38,700. m³

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

The entire production output is marketed 

in the territory of Tatarstan

High quality of products

The settlement of Leskhoz, Saby District, 422062, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8(84362)44-3-03

Kazanorgsintez, PJSC; Nizhnekamskneftekhim, PJSC, Povolzhskiy Plywood-Furniture Mill, LLC

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Production output buildup, scrupulous analysis of the sales market, and attraction of stable partners to maintain 

continuous sales, strengthening of the production quality control

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Key partners: 

PRODUCTION OF METAL STRUCTURES, PRODUCTS
AND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR S.SH. KHAFIZOV
Head's full name:

Sirin Shamgunovich Khafizov
Products:

Profiled sheeting

8 (85592) 7-72-00, sirin-cham@mail.ru
Contact details:

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR R.I. NURKHAMITOV
Head's full name:

Rishat Ilshatovich Nurkhamitov
Products:

Profiled sheeting, roof ridges, roof gutters, etc.

Annual output:

305,600 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

305,600 tons

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Availability of various colors and tints, fast order management, any measurements within a day, delivery to 

customers, high quality.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Extra information:
TIN 1657257413

Contact details:

Sales market expansion.

8 (84344)2-91-01, nurhamitov_19@mail.ru

Sulcha Street 60, settlement of Aksubaevo, 423060, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

ALMETYEVSK PIPE PLANT, JSC, A BRANCH OF VYKSA STEEL MILL, JSC, 
THE CITY OF ALMETYEVSK

Head's full name:

Artur Valerievich Pleshkov
Products:

Longitudinally welded steel pipes

Annual output:

250,000 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

60,000 tons annually

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Adoption of technologies of manufacturing new product items of galvanized and cold-rolled steel. Entering the 

furniture industry market as a supplier of accessories and components.

Contact details:

Key partners:

Rich experience

Vyksa Steel Mill, JSC, Magnitogorsk Steel Mill, PJSC

Industrial Street 35, the city of Almetyevsk, 423450, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (8553)45-89-47

TECHNOARSK, LLC
Head's full name:

Nazip Nabiullovich Gataullin
Products:

Stall equipment, metal items

Annual output:

1,971 tons in 2020
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

75%

LLC “TAGRAS-ENERGOSERVICE”
Head's full name:

Gorlanov Artem Nikolaevich
Products:

Complete transformer substations 

Electric drive control stations

High-voltage linear units

Block-modular boiler rooms
Annual output:

80 million rubles excluding VAT
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

75 million rubles excluding VAT

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Own production, Powder polymer coatings allow to operate products in climatic conditions UHL1 in accordance 

with GOST 15150-69 (temperature from -600 to + 400C, relative humidity 80% at a temperature of 200C, altitude no 

more than 1000 m.

Improving quality, increasing the output of finished products.

Contact details:
423450, Republic of Tatarstan, Almetyevsk, st.  Surgutskaya, house 17, building 1, phone: (8553) 38-95-05

Key partners:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

PJSC TATNEFT, Group of Companies OOO TagraS-Holding, small oil producing companies of the Republic of 

Tatarstan



PROFILE, LLC
Head's full name:

Ruslan Ildarovich Nasikhov
Products:

Profiled sheeting

Annual output:

12,783,600 rubles in 2020
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

12,783,600 rubles 

Contact details:

Affordable price and rapid manufacturing.
Преимущества продукции по сравнению с конкурентами:

Severstal Distribution, JSC; Metal Roof Plant, LLC

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners:

Zagidullin Street 11, the village of Karelino, Baltasi District, 422261, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84368) 3-14-38

Update equipment.

AKHMAMETYEVSK ELECTROMECHANICAL PLANT, CJSC
Head's full name:

Eduard Magafurovich Khabibzhanov
Products:

Metal structures and metalware for overhauling, construction 

VL 0.4-110kV and switchyards

Annual output:

150,445,000 rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

11,345,000 rubles

Contact details:

Become the most-sought tenderer.

Rosseti, PJSC; Rushydro, PJSC; PSK Stroyinvest, LLC

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Central Street 1, the settlement of Laschi, Buinsk District, 422412, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (84374) 4-34-00

Key partners:

Quick manufacturing, high quality, completeness, anti-corrosion coating.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR R.K. BEKMUKHAMEDOV
Head's full name:

Rinat Kamilyevich Bekmukhamedov
Products:

Profiled sheets

Annual output:

50 m² daily (in the season)
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

50 m² 

High quality, rapid manufacturing

The product range extension, and the sales market expansion

Tekhnicheskaya Street, the village of Staroe Drozhzhanoe, Drozhzhanoe District, 422460, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (937) 282-16-79,

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 

Magnitogorsk Steel Mill, Lipetsk Steel Mill
Key partners:

FS SOYUZ, LLC
Head's full name:

Evgeny Pavlovich Oreshnikov
Products:

Manufacturing overhead facade systems "Soyuz" 

(profiled galvanized steel stainless sheets, linear panels, 

metallic panels)
Contact details:

8 (800) 350-52-30, 8 (987) 410-04-39, 8 (987) 290-09 -42, kzn@fssoyuz.ru

Lesnaya Street 15, the village of Kandery Railway Junction, Vysokaya Gora District, 422718, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

ZAINSK PLANT OF METAL ARTICLES "TIMER", JSC
Head's full name:

Ilgiz Gilfanovich Sabitov
Products:

Designing and manufacturing of structural metalware;

fabrication of enclosure structures for premises,

sandwich panels filled with polyurethane foam 

and mineral (basalt) wool; fabrication of anchor-type 

angle bearings, and intermediate lattice poles

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality, reliability, the geographic location allowing the delivery of products to any place and at any time 

convenient for customers, by road or by rail.

8 (85558) 7-74-00, 7-74-04, 8 (85558) 7-74-07 (fax) www.zzmk-timer.narod.ru, e-mail: zzmk-timer@mail.ru

Zavodskaya Street 21, the town of Zainsk, 423520, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details:

8.1

4342

Contact details:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Construction of a modern plant for manufacturing stall equipment and metal items in the 2nd quarter of 2020.

Pionerskaya Street 35d, the town of Arsk, 422000, the Republic of Tatarstan

Key partners: 
SK AgroBauARSK, LLC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Regarding the stall equipment: from taking field measurements to the equipment installation as quickly as 

possible. Regarding metal items: quickly-erected structures, durability, strength, warranty.



KAZAN STEEL PROFILE, LLC
Head's full name:

Marat Nailovich Mullakhmatov
Products:

Roof and facade materials, 

structural profiles, flat sheets, metallic batten, 

finishing accessories for roofs and facades, 

workout yards

Annual output:

Over 5 mln. m²
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Over 4.5 mln. m²

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
State supervision.

Contact details: 
Magistralnaya Street 21, the city of Kazan, 420108, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 241-03-01, 241-03-03

Key partners: 

On the market since 1998. Since 2008, the quality management system complying with requirements of MS ISO 

9001 was introduced, The best SSC in terms of product quality for 10 years. 2 manufacture bases. 50 pieces of 

equipment. 300 dealers in Russia. 8000 satisfied clients annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Severstal, PJSC; NLMK, PJSC; MMK, PJSC

 

Gorkovskoe Highway 47, the city of Kazan, 420004, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 567-21-57, 555-04-25, 8 

(987)005-20-22

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

High quality of the products

Assortment extension

Contact details: 

Key partners:
DOKA, PERI

RAFF, LLC
Head's full name:

Rifat Minnekhadovich Khasanzianov
Products:

Formwork profile, formwork

Contact details: 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Turnkey production

Extra information:

Industrial Park "New Tura Technopolis", pavilion 3, rooms 14-13, the city of Zelenodolsk, Zelenodolsk District, 

422540, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (987) 296-98-57, 8 (937) 286-51-15

Subcontractor of Stroyenergo LLC. Customers: Stroyenergo, LLC; Tatneft; industrial enterprises of Tatarstan

 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Construction of a new plant for manufacturing components and accessories of industrial boilers and steam generators.

Key partners: 

The company has rich experience in re-engineering, ready to implement any project notwithstanding its 

complexity, configuration, and scope/dimensions
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8 (84371) 5-76-10, www.zdship.ru, info@zdship.ru

For the first time in Russia, the technique of manufacturing metal structures of pedestrian bridge spans made of 

large-size weighing up to 120 tons was applied, including the rig-up of assembly units, with subsequent dismantling 

and delivery by water or by road depending on the weight and dimensions of assembly units.

Zavodskaya Street 5, the town of Zelenodolsk, 422546, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

ZELENODOLSK PLANT AFTER A.M. GORKY, JSC
Head's full name:

Alexander Nikolaevich Fillipov
Products:

Large-size metal structures for pedestrian bridges; 

anti-corrosion coating of steel structures by method 

of hot galvanation; non-ferrous castings on the basis 

of copper and aluminum, ferrous castings of carbon 

and alloy steel; titan-based castings of various configuration, 

complexity, and for different purposes

MONAT GROUP, LLC
Head's full name:

Ruzal Rustemovich Akhmadullin
Products:

Metal items

Annual output:

3,600 tons annually

Khimicheskaya Street 48, the city of Kazan, 420051, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 204-08-70, 

bgi@monatgroup.ru; info@monatgroup.ru

Contact details: 

Extra information:
monat.steel.tilda.ws

4544

PILOT PRODUCTION AND INSTALLATION ENTERPRISE "ENERGOTECH"
Head's full name:

Dmitry Anatolyevich Malkov
Products:

Tubular heat-transfer surfaces of steam and water boilers 

(steam generators)

Annual output:

The minimum monthly output 

not less than four tubular 

heat-transfer surfaces per month

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Two sets of tubular heat-transfer surfaces per month

Annual output:

300 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

30 tons



METAL ROOF PLANT, LLC
Head's full name:

Farit Sinanovich Amirkhanov
Products:

Metal shingles, profiled sheeting, , finishing accessories

guttering, roof ice rakes, metal siding 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Manufacturer of roof and facade materials made of coated rolled metal in the Republic of Tatarstan. Product range 

includes 42 articles; over 20 years of market experience.

Contact details:
Kauchukovaya Street 7, the city of Kazan, 420021, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 278-77-31, 8 (843) 278-40-00, inform@zmk-kazan.ru

NAVEK, LLC
Products:

Curtain walling systems, installation of facade systems

Contact details: 
Smychka Street 5, the city of Kazan, 420032, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 557-80-40, 557-80-41, info@navek.ru

AIF GROUP, LLC
Products:

Sandwich panels, shaped elements

Annual output:

102,000 m²
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

70,000 m²

Head's full name:

Zulfat Alfatovich Mingazov

Quality, convenient location of the production facilities in the middle of the Republic on the Federal road (logistics)
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Innovative technologies.

High quality.

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Davydov Street 105, the town of Mamadysh, 422191, the Republic of Tatarstan;  8 (85563) 3-41-61

Key partners:
Severstal, Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Works

CMK, LLC
Products:

Facade panels and building cladding

Annual output:

50,000 m² monthly
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Up to 10%

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
8 (939) 399-95-95, сostune.ru

Manufacture of facade panels for cladding buildings and premises. The outer side is metal, the filler is heat insulating 

PU foam and foil. The production was launched in February 2020. We are PSEDA residents. In 2021, we become 

exporters.

Key partners: 

Dealer network expansion in Russian and abroad

Partners from Yaroslavl, Ufa, Rostov, Kaluga, Bulgaria

Extra information:
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KAZAN STEEL DOOR PLANT, LLC
Head's full name:

Roman Alexandrovich Klochkov
Products:

Production of metal access doors "Buldoors"

Annual output:

900 doors daily

Extra information:

Hi-tech production, certified products.

Contact details:
Rakhimov Street 8/1, the city of Kazan, 420006, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 512-04-76, (843)512-16-10, 512-16-

18, info@buldoors.ru

buldoors.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Key partners:
Fakros, LLC; Berzh, LLC, Roof Materials, LLc

8 (85563) 3-45-33, aif.group@yandex.ru, www.aif-group.ru

Contact details:
Davydov Street 103g/1, the town of Mamadysh, 422191, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

MAMADYSH STEEL PROFILE SHEETS, LLC

Head's full name:

Ilnur Galimkhanovich Galimov
Products:

Profiled sheeting

Annual output:

435 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

435 tons
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NIZHNEKAMSK PLANT OF METAL ITEMS, LLC
Head's full name:

Ilnaz Ravilyevich Kharazov
Products:

Строительные металлические конструкции и изделия

Contact details:
Zavodskaya Street 36, the city of Nizhnekamsk, 423570, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (8555) 32 09 58, 8 (8555) 32 09 

58, office@nzmk116.ru

nzmk116.ru

Key partners: 
TATNEFT, ROSNEFT, SALAVATSTEKLO

The full production cycle, quality warranty.

Extra information:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Annual output:

18 tons annually

IRON INDUSTRY COMPANY, LLC
Head's full name:

Eduard Vitalievich Khusnutdinov
Products:

Pipe spools, galvanized casings, 

metalware

Annual output:

Pipe spools: 22,000 inches annually; 

galvanized casing: 43,000 m² annually

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

pipe spools: 22,000 inches annually;

galvanized casing: 43,000 m²

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High production quality.

The first quarter of 2021 saw the commissioning of production facilities for manufacturing insulation materials of 

galvanized steel (casings, discharge pipes etc.). The third quarter of 2021 is planned to see the launch of metalware 

production facilities.

Pioneer Street 12a/1, the city of Nizhnekamsk, Nizhnekamsk District, 423587, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (987) 

209-19-33 (директор), 8 (917) 867-21-89 (Chief Accountant).

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners:
KIT Stroy, LLC

VOSTOK VOLGA STEEL, LLC
Head's full name:

Valery Mikhailovich Troshin
Products:

3D enclosures

Key partners: 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

TTD TATNEFT, LLC

The launch of 3D enclosure production.

Industrial Street 6, the city of Nizhnekamsk, 423570, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (8555) 404-700
Contact details:

ONH-STROY, LLC
Head's full name:

Ramil Sagidovich Davletshin
Products:

Metalware, pipe spools

Annual output:

165 mln. rubles (2020)
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

100%

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Holistic approach to designing, fabrication of products, and their subsequent installation. Customized production. 

High quality of products and performance. Adoption of state-of-the-art equipment and new solutions. Availability of 

large warehouses and material/commodity handling sites.
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Vakhitov Avenue 25a/26, the city of Nizhnekamsk, 423570, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (987) 239-11-54, 8 (987) 239-11-56, 3@alusek.ru, buh@alusek.ru

 

Contact details: 

Our self-motivation and dreams lead to long-run cooperation with all sectors of the construction industry. We are 

interested in developing innovative technologies in our business field. Training of our personnel allows creating new 

workplaces to attract youth and all people who are interested in joining our team.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Ten-year experience allows embodying huge projects; enables rapid calculations with a detailed description of 

articles to customize them according to customer's needs. Our advantage is that we consider other industry players 

as our business partners rather that rivals.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

ALYUYSEK, LLC
Head's full name:

Lilia Faritovna Valishina
Products:

Aluminum windows, doors, stained-glass panes 

and windows, all-glass structures, facade glassing 

Annual output:

30,000 m² in 2020
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

60,000,000 rubles in 2020

Pictures of completed projects: photos.app.goo.gl/AM6bafMmWR6gyNW28 

Сайт: alusek.ru, peregorodki.alusek.ru

Menzelinsk Route 48, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny

Sportivnaya Street 16b, the city of Nizhnekamask,

8 (927) 037-29-29, 8 (8555) 48-40-07, 8 (927) 048-00-22, 8 (8552) 78-00-22

Alyurex-Kazan, LLC; RSK, LLC; Braban, LLC; Progress, LLC; Gradstroy, LLC; BPK Povolzhye, LLC

Gorky Highway 49/1, room 212, the city of Kazan,

Extra information:

Key partners:
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PCC "KAMSKAYA FORGE SHOP", LLC

Head's full name:

Fanis Alfisovich Gataullin
Products:

Fastening M16 and upwards; forgings

Annual output:

100 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

10-15%

Manufacture Driveway, 45, room E222, Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Competitive price, rapidness, high production quality.

Key partners:
Manufacturers of towing vehicles, trailers, railway cars, and locomotives; agriculture machinery enterprises

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Expansion of the range on services of designing, fabrication, and installation of metal structures, pipe spools, and 

other metalware of industrial purpose.

ONH-Holding, LLC; Alabuga-Fiber, LLC; TLK-Modul, LLC; Kamacomplexstroy, LLC
Key partners:

Contact details:
Construction Industry Base, premises 1n, the city of Nizhnekamsk, Nizhnekamsk District, 423570, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; info@onh-stroy.ru
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RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE "HORTUM", LLC

Head's full name:

Airat Magsumzianovich Kharisov
Products:

Expansion joints, 

distribution headers

Annual output:

106,465 expansion joints in 2020
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

7,054 expansion joints

We cover the whole cycle: elaboration, production, quality control, delivery, customer support.

For the next 1 to 3 years, we plan to expand the variety of products owing to modernization of the production of 

related items. For the next 3 to 10 years, we plan to 10 times expand the production facilities, adopt and launch 4 

separate production lines for manufacturing various products, e.g. plastic items (toys, garden accessories, tools, and 

so on); machine tool engineering, etc.

Key partners: 
PIK Company Group; SPB Renovation; T-Plus; MOEK, PJSC; Ekaterinburg Heat Network Company, etc.

Russian manufacturer of expansion joints and distribution headers.

info@npphortum.com (Sales Department), Website: npphortum.com 

instagram.com/npp_hortum, vk.com/npp_hortum, facebook.com/npphortum

- production lines furnished with state-of-the-art equipment;

2. High cycle rate; tension and compression travel limitation; the option of transportation of food products and 

beverages; presentable appearance.

Extra information:

 

The company in social media:

1. Two-level waterproofing of the bellows; heat insulation of nozzles; protection for twisting, angular and shearing 

travel; pretension mechanism; anti-corrosion coating of the housing; the option of galvanization of the bellows.

Contact details:

We offer the option of customized production.

3. Expansion joints are made of high-quality stainless steel; a wide range of products; the option of expansion joint 

galvanization.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Tozelesh Driveway 11, the city of Naberezhnue Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8-800-222-61-02 (Sales 

Department), 8 (8552) 20-27-51 (Reception), 8 (916) 350-52-56 (WhatsApp/Viber); 

The plant's production facilities include:

- commodity warehouse to ensure the supply continuousness.

The plant utilizes state-of-the-art certified test equipment; has quality management systems complying with 

applicable ISO. The company keeps on improving the production cycle and undertakes research and engineering 

activities. To date, we are holders of five active patents for scientific research results. Winners of the following 

contests: Top 100 goods of Russia in 2019 and 2020; The best goods of the Republic of Tatarstan in 2019 and 2020; The 

best exporter in 2020.

5150

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Vertical facade system allows decreasing metal consumption, the load exerted onto the facade, and reducing expenses. 

The company has own design bureau with SRO permit, which allows solving even the most complicated challenges.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Naberezhnye Chelny is a host to implementing an investment project planned to last until 2030. Within the project, 

production facilities and a design office have been launched. A new design office is planned to be launched in Kazan.

Key partners:

Contact details:

 

Machine Engineering Street 38, room C208, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan;

 8 (905) 315 47-30, mikeshin@zias.ru

TALAN; EUROSTYLE; DOMKOR, PROFIT, STROY TRUST; ZYAB Construction; KAMASTROYINVEST; Construction 

Department 88; UNISTROY

VOLGA REGION ZIAS MACHINERY

Head's full name:

Ivan Vladimirovich Shishkin
Products:

Curtain walling system ZIAS



SP DETAIL, LLC

Head's full name:

Pavel Vladimirovich Sanin
Products:

Wheel supports, accessories for household appliances; 

gypsum-board sections

Annual output:

200 to 300 tons of various 

metal items per month

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

All production output is sold in the Republic of Tatarstan 

as commodities

Contact details:
Liteyniy Driveway 8, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Severstal, PJSC; NLMK, PJSC; Haier Frige RUS, LLC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Product supply beyond Tatarstan; import substitution (regarding domestic supply of wheel supports); supply of 

finishing materials to urban construction projects (gypsum board sections etc.).

Cooperation directly with steel mills (Severstal, PJSC; NLMK, PJSC); availability of a railway siding at the production 

site; the only manufacturer of gypsum-board sections in the city of Naberezhnye Chelny; capability of tripling the 

production rate (availability of self-feeding pressing machines); a proprietary tool shop. Rapid repair of punch tools 

and other working parts.

Key partners: 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

8 (965) 598-48-91; alexey.kazakov@spdetail.ru
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NABEREZHNOCHELNINSK PIPE PLANT "TEM-PO", JSC

Head's full name:

Rustem Failovich Sharifullin
Products:

Rectangular pipes, round pipes; round pipes coated 

with a corrosion protection compound; square pipes; 

drive-in piles
Annual output:

over 700,000 tons of products

Production output is over 700,000 tons, including over 300 sizes of steel pipes square, rectangular, and round in 

cross-section, as well as steel pipes coated with an anti-corrosion compound; steel drive-in piles. Each pipe is made 

of high-grade steel. Commodities undergo 3-level ultrasonic quality inspection.

8 (8552) 20-21-17, ntz@ntz-tempo.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details: 

ntz-tempo.ru

Motornaya Street 38, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Extra information:

NABEREZHNYE CHELNY METALWARE PLANT, JSC
TEM-PO

Head's full name:

Iskander Ildusovich Akhatov
Products:

2- and 3-layer sandwich panels of polyester-styrene foam; 

2- and 3-layer sandwich panels 

of mineral (basalt) wool

Contact details: 

8 (800) 775-20-21, www.ntz-tempo.ru, tem-po@mail.ru

Three-layer panels allow quick installation of buildings without additional facade finishing. Two-layer panels allow 

cladding already existing buildings, hence substituting expensive ventilated curtain walling. The company is 

capable of manufacturing 45,00 sq. m. of sandwich panel per month.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Motornaya Street 38, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

5352

KAMSKIY STEEL MILL "TEMPO", JSC

Head's full name:

Radik Failovich Sharifullin
Products:

Square-section blanks and rebars 

Annual output:

330,000 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

111,000 tons annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:
Motornaya Street 38, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Assortment expansion; production build-up; sales market expansion.

8 (8552) 20-20-53, 8 (8552) 20-19-77, 20-19-91, tempo.rf, kmk.tempo@mail.ru

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Rapid delivery owing to having an affiliated logistics company and a railway siding at the production site. Products 

are supplied from a covered warehouse. The option of manufacturing rebars of customized length.

KZMK "TEMPO", CJSC

Head's full name:

Eduard Failevich Kazykhanov
Products:

Metalware, welded beams

Annual output:

48,000 tons of metalware,

42,000 tons of welded H-beams
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TEMPO-METALWARE, LLC
Head's full name:

Denis Vladimirovich Petrov
Products:

Metal items with thermodiffusion zinc coating; 

metal items with lamel galvanization

Annual output:

308,503.00
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

768

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High corrosion resistance of the coatings. Increased hardness, wear resistance, and thermal resistance compared to 

other types of coatings.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Satisfaction of other national economic sectors' needs in industrial-purpose high-quality metal articles of required 

assortment; workplace environment improvement; promotion of global investment attractiveness of the Republic; 

promotion of attractiveness of the Republic of Tatarstan as a residential place.

Contact details: 
Motornaya Street 38, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan;

8 (8552) 20-21-42, 8 (8552) 20-21-45 (заказ), 8 (8552) 20-21-44, ttmetiz.ru

Extra information:

Key partners:
Developers, investors, construction companies.

The only enterprise in the Republic of Tatarstan to manufacture metalware with a thermodiffusion zinc coating.

AVP GROUP, LLC
Head's full name:

Andrey Vladimirovich Proshin
Products:

Metalware

Annual output:

36 tons annually

Polygraficheskaya Street 62, Construction Industry Base, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (8552) 253-605 (reference service), 8 (8552) 253-912, avp-grup@yandex.ru

Extra information:
avp-group.org

Contact details:

AK BARS METAL, LLC

Head's full name:

Danis Nasimovich Khairullin 
Products:

Manufacture of metal articles, power pylons, 

welded beams, bridge structuresAnnual output:

24,000 tons of metal items annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality is ensured by using state-of-the-art domestic and foreign equipment of such brands as HGG, Rösler, 

Lutro, Vernet Behringer, Gimeco. The product quality control is carried out via measurements and inspections 

conducted by a certified non-destructive test laboratory owned by the company.

Ogneborye Driveway 8, Construction Industry Base, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423808, P.B. 11, the Republic 

of Tatarstan; info@abmetall.ru, 8 (8552) 47-25-05, 8 (8552) 47-25-04 (fax), 8 (8552) 92-77-10, www.abmetall.ru

The full metalware production cycle: elaboration of structural engineering drawings in 3D software; metalware 

production of all kinds of rolled metal; corrosion protection by any paintwork materials; corrosion protection by the 

hot galvanization method; product quality check by modern measurement and test methods; metalware supply, 

including oversize items, by road and by rail.

Contact details:

Extra information:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Motornaya Street 38, Industrial Park, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423838, P.B. 72, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details:

The company is among the largest manufacturers of metalware in the Volga-Region Federal Distric. The annual 

production output reaches 48,000 tons of metalware; the production output in terms of welded beams is up to 

42,000 tons annually, which allows meeting the needs of construction projects in the products throughout Russia 

and CIS. Design documentation is elaborated by the Company's Design Department. The whole metalware 

production cycle is automated on the basis of 1C software. Participation in major construction projects for the 

following customers: SIBUR, JSC; GAZPROM, PJSC; Tatneft, PJSC; Lukoil, etc.

8 (8552) 20-20-53/54, info@zmktempo.ru, kzmktempo.ru

5554

ZMK-GEFEST, LLC
Head's full name:

Viktor Vladimirovich Repyev
Products:

Construction metalware, overpasses, welded beams, 

power polesAnnual output:

12,000 tons of metal items annually

Contact details: 
The city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423831,  the Republic of Tatarstan;  gefest-lit@rambler.ru,  metalgefest.ru 

Production site: Central Street 7, the village of Novotroytskoe, Tukaevo District, 423893, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (8552) 77-84-15, 77-84-34, 77-82-34, 77-99-04
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Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Quality, affordability; rapid manufacturing.

Contact details: 
Sadovnicheskaya Street 28, Tailwater Pool of Nizhnekamsk HPP, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423807, P.B. 133, 

the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (8552) 77-06-75, met.plus@mail.ru

Extra information:
Proprietary production facilities and state-of-the-art equipment for metalware fabrication, including shot-blasting 

and corrosion protection, enabling attaining the sought quality in compliance with requirements posed by even the 

most demanding clients. Convenient location in the central part of the Russian Federation; availability of a railway 

siding enables shipping of commodities to an agreed destination with minimal transport expenses. Customers note 

the high quality of products, rapid manufacturing, and proficiency of both managing staff and the entire company's 

team.

TATPROF, JSC
Head's full name:

Sergey Sergeevich Rachkov
Products:

Aluminum sections, light-transmissive structures 

made of aluminum sections; architecture system

Annual output:

60,000 tons of sections annually

Advanced European technologies engaged in the production cycle and competent business management allow 

ensuring high quality of the products.

Extra information:

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Profilnaya Street 53, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423802, the Republic of Tatarstan; direktor@tatprof.ru, 

secretary@tatprof.ru

RARITEK-TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
Head's full name:

Rafael Rimovich Batyrshin
Products:

Tarpaulin-frame structures 

such as quickly-erectable hangars

Annual output:

3,600 tons of pre-case metal structures annually

Contact details:
Starosarmanovskaya Street 18, Construction Industry Base, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic 

of Tatarstan; The city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423822, P.B. 168, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (800) 333-25-52 ext. 

1067, info@raritek.ru, tent@raritek.ru

raritek-tent.ru
Extra information:

TENTPROJECT, LLC

Head's full name:

Radik Mirkhatovich Yapparov
Products:

Quickly-erectable tarpaulin-frame structures

Annual output:

400 tons of metal items per month; 

50,000 m² of tarpaulin monthly

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

197 tons in 2020

Contact details:

8 (8552) 35-77-77, 92-01-73, info@tentmax.ru, 357777@mail.ru, www.tentmax.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
The main advantages are as follows: proprietary production facilities, a holistic approach.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Expansion of production facilities and the product range.

Official address: Sovetskaya Street 2a, the village of Kalmash, 423886, the Republic of Tatarstan;

Tatautodor, JSC; Gazpromneft-Yamal, LLC; Rosneft; RosRAO, FSUE; STD "Petrovich", LLC; SMU-Dondorstroy, JSC; 

Gazpromneft-Procurement, LLC; Gazpromneft-Development, LLC; RN-Procurement, LLC

Key partners:

Postal address: the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423834, P.B. 11, the Republic of Tatarstan

 

METALWARE PLANT "METLINE", LLC

Head's full name:

Vyacheslav Vladimirovich Barov
Products:

Construction-purpose metalware 

Annual output:

800 tons monthly
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

300 tons monthly

Key partners:

Promyshlennaya Street 49/14, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan;  8(8552) 20-30-45

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details: 

Modern equipment; proprietary rolled metal facilities; rich experience.

 

KamAZ, PJSC; TATNEFT after V.D. Shashin, PJSC; NIZHNEKAMSK-PETROCHEMICAL, PJSC, TEMPO KZMK, CJSC; 

LUKOIL-Nizhegorodnefteorgsintez, LLIC; GAZPROMNEFT-ONPZ, JSC

METALSHEET PLUS, LLC
Head's full name:

Renat Sheuketovich Ishukov
Products:

Metal structures of any complexity

Annual output:

10,000 tons annually

5756



MAKMETAL, LLC
Head's full name:

Ylmaz Orkhan 
Products:

Wire, chain, and spring items 

Annual output:

up to 5,000 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

2000 tons

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

High production quality owing to using modern hi-tech equipment and employment of proficient production 

engineers competent in key applied fields (metal processing, metal coating). Product compliance with GOST 23279-85.

Key partners:

Production build-up, and sales market expansion.

8 (800) 600-88-98, 8 (966) 003-85-54

TAIF-NK, JSC; Nizhnekam-Petrochemical, PJSC; Renaissance Construction, JSC; ENKA Insaat; Hayat Kimya, LLC; 

Castamonu, LLC; Gemont, LLC; LIMAKMARASCHAVTODOROGI, LLC
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Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
SANDWEL Plant in Naberezhnye Chelny offers European quality sandwich panels for walls and ventilated facades 

with basal wool heat insulators. The material is eco-friendly and fireproof. SANWEL sandwich panel plant cooperates 

with private customers and legal entities. The fully automated production line yields thousands of square meter of 

output daily, and tens of thousands monthly. Our advantages: a holistic approach, professional supervision 

installation. We can implement a turnkey project, from designing to installation and commissioning. Rapid 

manufacturing. We always observe agreed timelines and are ready to perform rush orders. Charge-free visit of 

specialists. At-site calculation of the number and dimensions of sandwich panels required to implement a particular 

project. Upon completing the installation of sandwich panels, the measurement and calculation of shaped 

elements follow. Time saving and expense reduction. The option of configuring a set of sandwich panels for a certain 

axle or a building span to accelerate the course of installation. Proficient personnel and adherence to the goods 

distribution program during shipment activities allow reducing the number of runs and saving time

SOFT TYPE, LLC
Head's full name:

Ildar Rasimovich Safiullin
Products:

Facade ventilated panels, curtain walling 

and roof panels; shaped elements, and other construction 

materials; uncoated heat-insulating cylinders 

of mineral wool; foiled heat-insulating cylinders 

of mineral wool; PIR panels

Annual output:

3,500 m² per shift

90,000 m² monthly

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

90%

8 (8552) 20-51-51, 8 (800) 301-01-16, info@sandwel.ru, www.sandwel.ru

Key partners: 

Contact details:

Tatneft, PJSC; Bashneft, JSC; China National Chemical and Engineering Construction Company # 7; Polymer Items, 

LLC; Contractor CJSC; TMK, LLC; PFE Head Anatoly Konstantinovich Samarenkin; Tatelectromach Company Group; 

companies being contactors of KAMAZ, PJSC; Nizhnekamsk-Petrochemical, PJSC; Almis, LLC; Khimprom, PJSC; 

ASP-AQUA; Polymetalinvest-NK; SK-Resource

Warranty and warranty service. The product warranty is valid for 5 years. Optional ordering of spare sandwich panels 

for the case of their damage. High quality. Continuous production cycle and fully automated production line exclude 

the "human factor".Proven suppliers of raw materials facilitate manufacturing high-quality output.

Extra information:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

SANDWEL trade mark of sandwich panels, and mineral wool manufactured by Soft Pipe, LLC which is a "Chelny" 

PSEDA resident in the Republic of Tatarstan.

Expansion of production facilities; creation of workplaces; production build-up without quality impairment; order 

management throughout RT and Russia.

I&C Master, Avtosborochniy Driveway 16/7, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423822, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

MAGFACADE, LLC

Head's full name:

Nikolay Anatolyevich Ivanov
Products:

Artificial stone slabs (for facades)

Contact details: 
Motornaya Street 47, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (8552) 74-79-62, 8 (927) 493-63-53, zakaz@magfasad.ru

 

ZYAB-CONSTRUCTION, LLC

Head's full name:

Raushan Rafaelovich Kharisov
Products:

Ventilated facades, roof-lights, 

aluminum light-transmissive structures

All projects are implemented in compliance with applicable standards; quality control.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

www.zyabcon.ru
Extra information:

Contact details: 
Reserve Driveway 51/2, Industrial Zone, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatartan; 

raushan@zyabcon.ru, office@zyabcon.ru

5958
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Extra information:

Tatneft, PJSC

www.gradirni.tmim.ru    

Manufacturer's address: Lesnaya Street 1a, the village of Noviy Musabay, Tukaevo District, 423895, the Republic of 

Tatarstan;  8  (8555)  42-31-31,  43-97-07,  42-28-93,  info@tmim.ru  , tmim@yandex.ru 

High quality, affordability, rapid manufacturing.

Key partners:

Postal address: 423579, P.B. 118, Postal Office 9, the city of Nizhnekamsk, 423579, the Republic of Tatarstan

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Sales market expansion.

TMIM, LLC
Head's full name:

Felix Mubarakovich Davletshin
Products:

Cooling towers, relevant accessories, 

including metalware, irrigators, drop catchers, 

impellers, diffusers, cladding

(sections "TIT")
Annual output:

Metal items:

 150 tons monthly

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

up to 10% of the production output

TYULYACHI STEEL PROFILES, LLC

Head's full name:

Ilnur Khaydarovich Akhvarov
Products:

Profiled sheeting, metal shingles

Annual output:

up to 40 tons daily
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

95%

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Affordable price.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Proposal: expand the sales market among constructors

Contact details:
8 (937) 582-26-19

PRODUCTION OF CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE ARTICLES

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR M.R. GAYANOV

Head's full name:

Mukhammad Rafkilovich Gaianov
Products:

Ceramsite units; other items of gypsum, 

concrete, or cement

Annual output:

53,000 items
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

53,000 items

Rapid fabrication and delivery

Physical persons
Key partners:

The settlement of Aktanysh, Aktanysh Distric, 423740, the Republic of Tatarstan
Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

GAZSTROYSERVICE, LLC

Head's full name:

Ravil Ildusovich Yarmiev
Products:

Construction-purpose concrete articles; 

commercial concrete; construction-purpose metalware; 

metal doors 

Annual output:

260,091,000 rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

260,091,000 rubles

Strict observance of requirements to quality and composition of products.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR A.H. MUSTAFIN
Products:

MAF
Annual output:

10,209,000 rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

90%
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Hi-tech production, quality, rapidness.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Construction of new workshops; acquisition of new equipment; creation of workplaces; production build-up 

without prejudice to quality.

Contact details:
Zavodskaya Street 314, the town of Nurlat, 423041, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (927) 247-91-32

Tatmelivodstroy, LLC, Executive Committee of the town of Nurlat and Nurlat District
Key partners: 

Head's full name:

Airat Khalimovich Mustafin 
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8 (960) 069-75-12, 8 (855) 523-20-18

Physical persons

Contact details:
Molodezhnaya Street 1a, the settlement of Aktanysh, Aktanyshs District, 423740, the Republic of Tatarstan

Key partners:

Supreme quality, rapid order management
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

MOSTOVIK, LLC
Head's full name:

Rustem Foatovich Valiev
Products:

Concrete, reinforced concrete articles

Annual output:

4220.06 m³ – 78.9 mln. rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

4220.06 m³ – 78.9 mln. rubles – 100%

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Guaranteed quality; all products are certified; cutting-edge equipment and machines; rapid delivery.

StiM, LLC, KTC "Metalware"; Alexeevskdorstroy, JSC; Mechel-Service, LLC; Holsim "Rus", LLC

Purchase of new equipment, hardware; reinforced concrete production shop expansion; attraction of recent 

graduates; assortment expansion.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Chistopolskaya Street 3, the settlement of Alkeevskoe, 422900, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8(84341) 2-61-87, 

mail@mostovikrt.com

Key partners:

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR D.A. SHAIKHUTDINOV
Head's full name:

Damir Asgatovich Shaikhutdinov 
Products:

Construction-purpose concrete items

Annual output:

30 m³/hour
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

2,000 m³ per month

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

ip.damir@yandex.ru, 8 (927) 670-22-90

Key partners: 

High-strength concrete

Contact details: 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Expand the sales market beyond Alkeevskoe District

Cem.Service, LLC

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR A.M. VALIEV

Head's full name:

Albert Mingalievich Valiev
Products:

Paving stone, curbs

Annual output:

30 m² daily
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

400 m² monthly

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Optional sales under national programs

Wide variety of products, high quality
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REMSTROYDOM, LLC

Head's full name:

Albert Ulfatovich Galimov
Products:

Construction-purpose concrete items 

(reinforced concrete rings)

Annual output:

3 mln. rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

3 mln. rubles

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Key partners:

High quality of products compared to competitors

Contact details:
Jubilee Street 109/2, the settlement of Aktanysh, Aktanyshs District, 423740, the Republic of Tatarstan;

Executive Committee of Aktanysh Municipal District; Kuzyakino Rural Executive Committee; Middle School # 10, 

MBOU, NMR RT

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR I.A. SAETGARAEV

Head's full name:

Ilnur Abudarovich Saetgaraev
Products:

Ceramsite units and concrete articles intended

for construction

Annual output:

300,000 items
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

300,000 items

Contact details: 
Gagarina Street 13, the settlement of Aktanysh, Aktanysh District, 423740, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (855) 523-45-

07, 523-07-11, 523-30-83.

Modernization of production facilities.
Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners:
GAO "GLAVINVESTSTROY RT"; Aktanyshbash Rural Executive Committee, UENKV, FSI; Executive Committee of 

Tukaevo Municipal District of the Republic of Tatarstan; Aktanysh Rural Executive Committee.
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STONE YARD, LLC

Head's full name:

Alexey Nikolaevich Kemaev
Products:

Curbs; road pavement (paving stone); 

polystyrene concrete (units, mortar, lintels); 

ceramsite bricks

Annual output:

28,697,260 rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

92%

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality and durability of products.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
The launch of a production line for manufacturing premium-class road pavement materials. A proposal concerning 

the industry development: substitute asphalt in pedestrian zones with road pavement materials.

Key partners:
ZhilService, LLC; URSZH, LLC; Coral, LLC

Lesnaya Street 13, Krasnoarmeika Microdistrict, the city of Almetyevsk, 423454, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (917) 233-33-33
Contact details:

ALMETYEVSK CONCRETE & CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LLC
Head's full name:

Rustam Rafikovich Alimetov
Products:

Commercial concrete of different grades

Annual output:

250 m³ per shift (24 hours)
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

15,000 to 20,000 m³ annually

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners:

High-quality production, post-sales service; rapid and timely delivery; affordability.

Mayakovsky Street 118b/3, the city of Almetyevsk, 423458, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (917) 917-62-55

NGDU "Dzhalilneft", PJSC; Leninogorsk Management Base, Tatneft-Procurement, Tatneft after V.D. Shashin, PJSC; 

Tatneft-Procurement, PJSC; Soyuz-Agro, LLC; Emerald, LLC

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Attaining early equalizing of sales and revenue, with their further augment. Competitive growth, and retention of 

leadership in the market of interest. Investments and expansion of production facilities to ensure the retention of 

competitive advantages in the future.

MULTI-BUSINESS COMPANY "OMEGA", LLC
Head's full name:

Ararat Jivanovich Torosian
Products:

Ready-to-pour concrete (commercial grade)

Annual output:

3,200 m³ annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

2,900 m³ annually

8 (927) 438-53-33, ayratvaleev1984@yandex.ru 

Key partners:

Contact details:

Individual entrepreneur M. Mardegallyamov
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Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Launch reinforced concrete production.

Promyshlennaya Street 23/4, the town of Bavly, 423931, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85569) 6-00-07, 6-12-00, 

ooo.msk.omega@mail.ru

Key partners:
Tatneft, PJSC; ANK "Bashneft", PJSC

Contact details:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

High quality; affordability. The production cycle involves only supreme quality materials compliant with applicable 

GOSTs, in accordance with recipes figured out with the consideration of anticipated operating loads.

TAUCONCRETE, LLC
Head's full name:

Bulat Vasilovich Muzipov
Products:

Commercial concrete; reinforced concrete articles for lining 

silage trenches; reinforced concrete rings; foundation units; 

lintels 
Annual output:

7,500 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

7,500 m³

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Kaendlyk Street 6, the village of Karelino, Baltasi District, 422253, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (991) 790-22-02

Key partners:

Affordable prices; high quality

Agriculture enterprises, construction companies

Contact details:

BUGULMA CONCRETE PLANT, LLC
Head's full name:

Semen Mikhailovich Sidorenko
Products:

Production of reinforced concrete articles,

and commercial concreteAnnual output:

Reinforced concrete articles: 80,000 m³

Commercial concrete: 4,100 m³

Basement wall bricks: 10,000 m³ annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
GOST-compliant production. Rapid delivery of ordered goods irrespective of their amount and remoteness of a 

destination within the Russian Federation; affordable prices.
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Contact details:
Stroitelnaya Street 12, the town of Bugulma, 423231, the Republic of Tatarstan;

8 (85594)4-87-57, 8 (962) 575-68-88, 8 (927) 342-48-88, bugzgbi@list.ru

Extra information:
bugulma-zjbi.ru

GOODWILL, LLC
Head's full name:

Iskander Nailevich Minnakhmetov
Products:

Vibro-pressed items: paving stone; border stone;

wall stone; ceramsite-concrete, 

sand-cement, ventilation bricks; 

reinforced concrete items

Annual output:

13,430 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

13,430 m³

Contact details: 
8 (8553) 38-65-59

VYBOR-POVOLZHYE, LLC

Head's full name:

Artem Borisovich Novikov
Products:

Paving bricks and elements of amenities 

Annual output:

up to 800,000 m² annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

550,000 m²

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Compared to competitors located in the Republic of Tatarstan, Vybor-Povolzhye plans on manufacturing exclusive 

products featuring ripped texture owing to using granite chippings and natural stone, German hi-tech dyes, and ji-

tech equipment. The product assortment is planned to include over 500 kinds of paving slabs/bricks and element of 

amenities.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
The founder company is a member of MBPI Association, participates in elaboration of industry-specific standards, 

keeps on adopting new technologies, shapes, colors, and textures of surfaces to meet requirements of even the 

most demanding clients.

Contact details:
Korolev Street 26a/22, the town of Zelenodolsk, Zelenodolsk District, 422545, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Sales Office: Bondarenko Street 34/5, the city of Kazan, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Key partners: 

info@vibors.ru, vibor.rf, vibor-group.com 8 (915) 386-62-26

Dealers, construction companies, municipal authorities, national customers

KAZAN DSK, LLC

Products:

Reinforced concrete articles for prefab building, 

piles, other products

Head's full name:

150,000 m³ of reinforced concrete

articles annually, including 92,000 m³ 

of prefab building panels,

23,000 m³ of piles, 35,000 m³ 

of other products, 110,000 м³ 

of commercial concrete

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

260,000 m³ of reinforced concrete articles and commercial

concrete annually

Adel Kutuy Street 118a, the city of Kazan, 420073, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 205-59-79

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
State-of-the-art equipment and high-profile personnel guarantee continued high quality of products. Observance 

of all requirements and quality monitoring throughout the production cycle. The company has its own laboratory for 

elaboration of optimal recipes of high-quality concrete and quality assurance throughout the production cycle.

Contact details:

In November 2020, equipment modernization of one branch of the production facilities was launched. The new 

production line is expected to significantly expand the product assortment e.g., columns, crossbars, hollow ceiling 

slabs up to 300 mm in thickness; drive-in pile production expansion. These types of products allow the 

implementation of prefab building technology with the option of free layouts. This solution is supposed to allow 

extending architectural and layout solutions on the prefab building.

Key partners:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

KDSK-2 plant cooperates with two contracted customers: ABSt: prefab building panels; Trade House: drive-in piles 

and other products. Main partners of the plant are also as follows SOMMER автоматика, Steel-Kamet, Eurobend, 

РАТЭК, DVI, BASF, GALEN
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PK SKALA, LLC
Head's full name:

Alexander Nikolaevich Filimonov
Products:

Reinforced concrete articles, commercial concrete

Annual output:

200,000

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Siberian Route 13/18, the city of Kazan, 420029, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

High production quality

8 (937) 522-93-64, 8 (843) 590-73-19

Contact details:
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OBK, LLC
Head's full name:

Anton Konstantinovich Kruglov
Products:

Concrete and mortar of different grades, 

curbs, vibro-pressed paving stones, piles, 

foundation units
Annual output:

Daily output 1500 m³ of concrete; 

200 m³ of mortar

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
All products undergo close inspection run by QAD and a certified laboratory. Provision of concrete pump trucks of 

any length: ABS: 7 m³, 9 m³; dump trucks 13t, 15t, 20t, etc.

obk16.ru
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KAZAN CONCRETE-SERVICE, LLC

Head's full name:

Alexander Alexeevich Ermolaev
Products:

Commercial concrete, commercial mortar, 

hydraulic concreteAnnual output:

220 m³ items hourly

Contact details: 

The company is fully capable of performing works on is-situ concreting since it has its own formworks, concrete 

pump trucks; provision of services on in-situ concreting.

Tetsevskaya Street 11, the city of Kazan, 420036, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 570-99-38, 8 (843) 296-36-65, betonservis@beton16.ru

Extra information:
beton16.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

PC "IMCOMSTROY", LLC
Head's full name:

Sergey Vladimirovich Kuznetsov
Products:

Commercial concrete 

and cement-sand mortarAnnual output:

230 m³

iksb.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High production quality.

Contact details: 

Extra information:

Tikhomirnov Street 19/ ground floor 1, room 21, the city of Kazan, 420107, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 570-31-31, bsu23@yandex.ru

CONCRETE PLANT "KULONSTROY", LLC

Head's full name:

Bulat Rudolfovich Abdulkin
Products:

Piles, ceiling slabs, reinforced concrete slabs, 

commercial concrete, and mortarAnnual output:

Reinforced concrete articles: 50,000 m³

Commercial concrete and mortar: 250,000 m³ annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details: 

High production quality.

8 (843) 295-57-27, 8 (987) 225-50-70, info@kulonstroy.ru, gbikulonstroy@yandex.ru

Extra information:
kulonstroy116.ru

Gvardeyskaya Street 53, the city of Kazan, 420073, the Republic of Tatarstan

VM-STROY, LLC; Altyn-Group, LLC; UIT-KAZAN, LLC; Kulonenergomash, LLC; North-West Main Oil Pipelines" JSC 

(SZMN, JSC); TANECO, JSC; Kazmetrostroy, MUE

Key partners:

CONCRETE PRODUCTION, LLC

Head's full name:

Dmitry Evgenyevich Denisov
Products:

Drive-in piles; composite foundation pads;

beams, stringers; bearing slabs, ceiling slabs, coverings, 

staircases; reinforced concrete rings; commercial concrete; 

commercial mortar, etc.
Annual output:

reinforced concrete articles: 25,000 m³; 

commercial concrete: 150,000 m³

Contact details: 
Sedov Street 2, the city of Kazan, 420073, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

jbi3-zavod.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Production quality control, equipment lease, product delivery.

8 (843) 295-84-22-, 295-83-34/85, jbi3@rambler.ru

Extra information:
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CONCRETE PLANT-2, LLC

Head's full name:

Artem Viktorovich Varfolomeev
Products:

Commercial concrete and cement-sand mortar

Annual output:

Commercial concrete and mortar: 

400,000 m³ annually

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High production quality; continuous round-the-clock operation; provision of transport, construction, and laboratory 

services; a proprietary fleet of concrete pump trucks with a jib length of 32, 36, 50, 55, 60 meters.

Kauchukovaya Street 7a/1, the city of Kazan, 420073, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Extra information:
zavod-zbi2.ru

Kazmetrostroy, MUE; Aktash, LLC; KCS, JSC

8 (843) 234-14-00, 8 (800) 234-14-00, info@zavod-zbi2.ru

Key partners:

ENERGOSTROYBETON, LLC

Head's full name:

Vadim Valerievich Gizatullin
Products:

Power pole foundations; reinforced concrete items 

for power substations; commercial concrete, 

reinforced concrete articles for civil construction 

(lintels/partitions, foundation units)

Annual output:

up to 25,000 m³ annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

up to 20% of production output

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Reinforced concrete production and sales market expansion in Russian and throughout CIS.

Rapid shipment; a wide range of metal molds for casting reinforced concrete articles; convenient location of the 

manufacturing site; well-developed network of federal and regional roads around the manufacturing site; 

availability of railway tracks.

Contact details:

Extra information:
urussubeton.ru

Key partners: 

8 (85593) 26518, 8 (939) 398-46-42,

energobeton@rambler.ru

Rosseti, PJSC, and its divisions

Urussinskaya Street 53b, the settlement of Urussu, Yutazy District, 423950, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

KAZGRAD, LLC

Head's full name:

Sergey Vladimirovich Kaliazin
Products:

Reinforced concrete items for civil construction, 

and materials for road construction, cement mortar, 

and cement-lime mortar, ceramsite concrete, 

heavy equipment lease
Annual output:

Commercial concrete and mortar: 180,000 m³

Reinforced concrete articles: 170,000 m³ annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

beton-port.ru

8 (987) 225-20-03, 225-25-58, Beton-port@mail.ru, ask.tranzit1@gmail.com

Shipment from production sites located in Kazan and in suburbs. Proprietary production facilities allow selling 

reinforced concrete items at low prices and strictly observing delivery timelines. All products comply with quality 

standards and fully certified.

Portovaya Street 27a/3, the city of Kazan, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Extra information:

KZN BETON, LLC

Head's full name:

Almaz Ravgatovich Shaikhutdinov
Products:

Commercial concrete, 

lime and cement mortarAnnual output:

Commercial concrete and mortar: 

120,000 m³ annually

kzn-beton.ru

Key partners:
Nefis Group; Suvar Holding; Asko Group Construction Company; Stroy Master; Novostroy

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details: 

Compliance with quality standards; testing of product specimens in a proprietary laboratory; delivery to an agreed 

destination.

Extra information:

Magistralnaya Street 77a/ room 1516/1-16, the city of Kazan, 420025, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Karbysheva Street 15, the city of Kazan, 420087, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 25-149-25, 8 (904) 714-49-25, kzn-beton@mail.ru
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INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR S.L. GAFIATULLIN

Head's full name:

Suleiman Lutfullaevich Gafiatullin
Products:

Ceramsite bricks (40*40; 40*20)

Annual output:

600 pcs. per shift

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

The product range extension, and the sales market expansion.

Rodnikovaya Street 24, the village of Bolshie Kaibitsy, 422321, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (917) 275-85-41

High production quality, rapid manufacturing.

Contact details:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

SARET, LLC

Head's full name:

Rafis Raisovich Garaev 
Products:

Concrete, mortar, reinforced concrete articles

Annual output:

140 mln. rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

140 mln. rubles

Tatneftedor, LLC; Tatneft, PJSC, Central Investment & Construction Agency of the Republic of Tatarstan;

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Quality, price/

Key partners: 

Stroitelniy Lane 1/3, the city of Leninogorsk, 423254, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85595) 2-74-50

ZHBI-STROY, LLC

Head's full name:

Andrey Kapitonovich Saushkin
Products:

Reinforced concrete items 

Annual output:

7,000 m³ annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

76 mln. rubles annually

TN, PJSC; Tagras-Holding; small oil companies; RNK+, LLC

Contact details:

A wide range of products; the option of manufacturing products of customized sizes (custom order); product 

waterproofing; delivery to an agreed destination; flexible discount system.

Key partners:

Zavodskaya Street 5, the city of Leninogorsk, 423256, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85595) 9-70-50

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

LENINOGORSK PLANT OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ARTICLES, JSC

Head's full name:

Alexander Sergeevich Trishkin
Products:

Construction-purpose concrete items

Annual output:

5,455 m³ quarterly
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

1,200 m³ quarterly

TATNEFT after V.D. Shashin, PJSC

Rich experience; a wide product range; demanding quality standards; a convenient settlement procedure; a 

laboratory owned by the company; the most affordable prices in Tatarstan.

Contact details:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Belinsky Street 10, the city of Leninogorsk, 423254, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85595) 9-66-88

Key partners:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Adherence to the latest standards and sustainable solutions; raw material cost reduction; the sales market 

expansion, and the production build-up; adoption of new production lines based on the sales market analysis.

PSF "MAKSAT", LLC

Head's full name:

Asgat Aliamovich Mirgalimov
Products:

Construction and installation works, small-size concrete 

articles (concrete bricks, paving stone)

Annual output:

973,530 rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

100%
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CEMENTTOPTORG-STROYSERVICE, LLC

Head's full name:

Maxim Nikolaevich Gorshkov
Products:

Reinforced concrete articles, paving stone, 

commercial concreteAnnual output:

Reinforced concrete articles: 60,000 m³ annually ,

paving stone: 130,000 m³ annually, 

commercial concrete: 180,000 m³ annually

Contact details:
Naberezhnaya Street 31a, the city of Kazan, 420063, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 520-61-11, 520-63-30, cementss-31a@mail.ru

Extra information:
cementss.ru
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CONSTRUCTOR, LLC

Head's full name:

Niaz Takhirovich Saifutdinov
Products:

Reinforced concrete articles

Annual output:

3,800 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

3,800 m³

Качество, технологии, цена

Production build-up on account of the introduction of new solutions, and the assortment expansion.

Gorky Street 120a, the town of Mamadysh, 422190, the Republic of Tatarstan; phone: 8 (939) 735-86-22

NSK, LLC; Alvar, LLC; Stroydetail Zavod; Tola, LLC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

Key partners:

STROYCITY, LLC

Dorozhnikov Lane 34, the town of Mamadysh, Mamadysh District, 422165, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85563) 3-44-22
Contact details:
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KAMENERGOSTROYPROM, LLC
Products:

Reinforced concrete items, commercial concrete, 

composite items, ceramsite

Annual output:

150,000 m³ (2020)

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

125,000 m³ (2020)

8 (8555) 49-47-01, 49-48-48, 49-48-31, 49-48-62

Customized production.

Assortment expansion

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners: 
Grid Company, JSC; Tatneft, PJSC; Taneco, JSC; NKNH, PJSC; Gazprom, PJSC; Salym Petroleum Development, LLC; 

RN-Procurement, LLC

Wide product range, and high quality of products; modern production facilities; availability of large warehouses and 

loading sites by truck and rail.

Contact details:

Extra information:

Head's full name:

Mkhitar Mikaelovich Gukasian
Products:

Lids, rings, bricks, lintels, mortar, concrete

Annual output:

18 pcs of 1.5 reinforced concrete lids; 36 pcs of 1.5 reinforced concrete rings,

35 pcs of 1 reinforced concrete lids; 42 pcs of 1 reinforced concrete rings,

15 pcs of 2 reinforced concrete lids; 29 pcs of 2 reinforced concrete rings,

120 pcs of 5 units; 130 pcs of 4 units,

36 pcs of 3x90 lintels; 260 m³ of mortar; 200 m³ of concrete.

BRIDGE, LLC
Products:

Paving stone

Annual output:

15,000 pieces
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

12,000 pieces

Contact details:

Affordable price.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Musin Street 33, the village of Muslyumovo, Muslyumovo District, 423970, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (965) 617-70-15

Head's full name:

Firgat Asgatovich Galimov

High quality, adoption of the latest solutions, customized approach to customers.

Key partners:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Central Investment & Construction Agency of the Republic of Tatarstan; Executive Committee of Leninogorsk 

District; Bakirovo Resort, State Autonomous Educational Institution "LPK"; Internal Affairs Department for 

Leninogorsk District

Chaykovsky Street 32, the city of Leninogorsk, 423258, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85595) 2-17-70
Contact details:

RM STROY, LLC

Head's full name:

Damir Kazbekovich Nurmiev
Products:

Commercial concrete, reinforced concrete articles

Annual output:

28,443 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

28,443 m³

The settlement of Otarskoe, Mamadysh District, 422190, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (917) 922-97-41

Key partners:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Cooperation with leaders in the field of applying the latest classifiers and additives to concrete to improve its quality 

and reduce prime costs.

High quality.

Contact details: 

KRK, LLC; Khamay, LLC

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
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DOMKOR INDUSTRY, LLC

Products:

Pre-cast reinforced concrete structures 
Annual output:

sets of pre-cast reinforced concrete 

items of 83 NCH series: 149,500 m³ 

annually; EBAWE lines: 128,000 m³ 

annually; TENSILAND hollow slabs: 

26,000 m³ annually; manufacture 

of piles and concrete items pre-cast 

reinforced concrete structures: 30,000 m³ 

annually, commercial concrete: 100,000 m³ 

annually, commercial rebars: 1,020 tons annually

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

200,000 m³

Key partners:

Extra information:

We cooperate with customers both in the Republic of Tatarstan and beyond. As a developer, we share needs and 

challenges developers come across. Therefore, we offer customers a holistic development solution including all 

relevant works: land plot survey, draft project elaboration, reinforced concrete production, installation (supervision 

installation), turnkey construction. We offer optimal comprehensive customized solutions with the consideration of 

the construction site peculiarities.

State Housing Stock

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
A holistic approach: we supply a complete range of facilities fully meeting the needs in reinforced concrete articles. 

High quality is the main advantage. Besides that, flexible discount system; affordable release prices. A fleet of 

concrete trucks.

Contact details:

Customized production.

Profilnaya Street 25, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan;  8 (919) 314-15-64 (Head of 

Industrial Sales Department), 8-800-6000-693 (Sales Department), lr.sibgatullina@domkor.com

EUROCONCRETE, LLC
Products:

Commercial concrete, commercial mortar

Annual output:

Commercial concrete: 150,000 m³ annually, 

mortar: 30,000 m³ annually

Contact details:

8 (8555) 32-05-76, 32-05-74, eurobetonnk@mail.ru

Construction Industry Base, the city of Nizhnekamsk, 423570, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Head's full name:

Bulat Fatikhovich Motigullin
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CONCRETE PLANT "MEGAPOLIS", LLC

Head's full name:

Rustem Iliasovich Nurullin
Products:

Commercial concrete, commercial mortar, 

hydraulic concrete

Annual output:

Commercial concrete: 200,000 m³ в annually 

Reinforced concrete articles: 13,000 m³ annually

High-quality concrete of any grades on the basis of sorted inert materials; state-of-the-art production facilities; 

quality inspection of concrete and mortar; availability of quality data sheets for all products; a proprietary fleet of 

concrete mixer trucks.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Extra information:

8 (8552) 49-00-00, 47-54-65, megapolis.beton@mail.ru

sitemegapolis.ru

Contact details: 
Kazanskiy Avenue 243, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan;

GORODSTROY, LLC

Head's full name:

Margarita Alexandrovna Timofeeva
Products:

Reinforced concrete articles, aerated concrete

Annual output:

Reinforced concrete articles: 42,000 m³ annually 

Aerated concrete: 360,000 m³ annually

uniblock116.ru

Contact details: 
Melioratornaya Street 3, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan;

8 (927) 434-55-55, 8 (917) 262-45-77, 8 (8552) 49-11-11, 77‒89‒79, uniblock@bk.ru

Extra information:

CORROSION PROTECTION PLANT "GARANT", LLC
Head's full name:

Vera Sergeevna Yasneva
Products:

Border stone for roads and curbs; 

reinforced concrete slabs for roads and aerodromes; 

corrosion protection services

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Competitive advantages: All products by AKZ Garant Plant LLC comply with applicable quality standards, GOSTs, 

Specs..
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BLOCKSTROY, LLC

Head's full name:

Evgeny Alexandrovich Kliuev
Products:

Ceramsite concrete for making walls

Annual output:

50,000 pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

50,000 pcs.

Proprietary production facilities; delivery to an agreed destination with subsequent unloading; affordability; high quality.

Cooperation with developers and construction companies; sales market expansion.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
8 (987) 277-38-90

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR E.A. PIROGOVA

Head's full name:

Elmira Alheevna Pirogova
Products:

Ceramsite bricks; rings; paving stone 

Annual output:

9,000 to 10,000 units monthly; 

30 rings monthly, 

100-120 m² paving bricks monthly

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Rybnaya Sloboda District

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality, affordability.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
The product range extension, and the sales market expansion.

Контакты: 
8 (927) 409-75-84 

SUVAR-B, LLC

Products:

Concrete 
Head's full name:

1000 m³ annually

The commissioning is scheduled for May 2021.
Extra information:

ABSALYAMOVO PLANT OF CONSTRUCTION ITEMS AND MATERIALS, LLC

Head's full name:

Ilgam Rishadovich Safin
Products:

Pre-cast reinforced concrete

Annual output:

30,000 m³
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

2,000 m³

Contact details:
Polygraficheskaya Street 36, Construction Industry Base, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (8552) 49-28-44, 8 (800) 250-50-53, zakaz@зжбигарант.рф, akz-garant@mail.ru, 6342829@mail.ru

Extra information:
akzgarant-zavod.ru

MANUFACTURE OF BRICKS
AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION ELEMENTS

ASPK, JSC

Head's full name:

Lenar Ilgizarovich Abdullin
Products:

Ceramsite brick

Annual output:

30 mln. pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

85%

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Production build-up and consequent reduction in the release price..

Contact details:
Kirpichnaya Street 2, the town of Arsk, Arsk District, 422000, the Republic of Tatarstan;8 (84366) 3-25-79 (Reception), 

8 (84366) 3-14-79 (Reception, Fax), 8 (84366) 3-33-79 (Sales Department), 8-9656-09-99-60 (COmmercial Director)

Key partners:

High quality; such an assortment is available in the town of Arsk only, no alternatives in Tatarstan and surroundings.

Tulpar, LLC; Tatenergostroy, LLC; Ceramic, LLC; Brick Center, LLC; Ceram-Stroy, LLC; ZHBI-Kazan, LLC

The launch of road slab production line.

Contact details: 
the settlement of Absalyamova, Yutazy District, 423950 the Republic of Tatarstan

Rosneft, PJSC; Gazprom, PJSC; Transneft
Key partners:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Flexible discount system; the option of shipment preceding payment.
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KLYUKER, LLC
Head's full name:

Andrey Petrovich Urlukov
Products:

Straw-colored 1.4 NF; Peach-colored 1.4 NF;

Course stone 2.1 NF

Annual output:

26,440,992 (actual pcs.)

49,406,403 (nom. pcs.)

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Assortment expansion on account of using local and regional raw materials.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High grade 150-175; high tensile strength (at using curtain walling); frost resistance grade F50-75; uniform in color; no 

carbonate inclusions; eco-friendly materials.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Zavodskaya Street 1, the village of Klyuchischi, Verkhneuslonsky District, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 200-96-96; 200-97-50

Contact details:
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ART Construction Company, LLC

Head's full name:

Sos Ambartsumi Melkoyan
Products:

Paving stone, curbs, ceramsite bricks

Annual output:

curbs: 5000 pcs. monthly, 

paving stone: 1000 m², 

bricks/units: 10,000 pcs.

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality, reliability.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Assortment and sales market expansion.

Contact details:
Orenburgskaya Street 12, the town of Bavly, Bavly District, 423930, the Republic of Tatarstan;; Melkonyan.sos@mail.ru
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INNERE CRAFT, LLC
Head's full name:

Alexander Alexandrovich Khokhlov
Products:

Gypsum adhesives, gypsum undercoat, gypsum plaster, 

primers, cement adhesives, cement plaster

Annual output:

16.4 mln. tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

14.2 tons in the Republic of Tatarstan

2.2 tons in the Republic of Mari-El

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8 (962) 579-77-28

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry: The company's current priorities are as 

follows: continuous control of the production cycle, continuous control of the product quality, sales market 

expansion, assurance of customers' loyalty to the INNERE KRAFT brand, production network expansion.

The settlement of Chepchugi, Vysikaya Gora District, 422730, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

The production involves only eco-friendly raw materials complying with international standards; close control over 

the production process.

VINERBERGER KURKACHI, LLC
Head's full name:

Nikolay Stanislavovich Troitsky
Products:

Bricks, tile, and other construction-purpose clayware

Annual output:

94.676 mln. nom. bricks
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

78.871 mln. nom. bricks,

19.9 mln. nom. bricks (Kazakhstan)

Contact details:
Kurkachi Railway Junction, Vysokaya Gora District, 422730, the Republic of Tatarstan;, 8 (8436) 57-26-27

100% natural ceramic construction materials since their production involves only 4 constituents: clay, water, air, and 

fire. Clay brick and tile are long-standing well-proven construction elements worldwide popular so far. They are 

natural, multi-purpose, durable, and are always in demand in the market.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

ELABUZHSKAIA CERAMICA, JSC
Head's full name:

Konstantin Yurievich Leonov
Products:

Red ceramic brick

Annual output:

13.5 mln. pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

12 mln. pcs.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High-quality products.

Contact details: 

Key partners:
Legenda Residential Park; Eurostyle, LLC

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Suspend the import of brick from beyond the Republic of Tatarstan.

Kirpichniy Zavod Street 12, the city of Elabuga, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85557) 9-44-65

8180

curbs: 5000 pcs. monthly, 

paving stone: 1000 m², 

bricks/units: 10,000 pcs.

26,440,992 (actual pcs.)
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CITADELSTROY, LLC
Head's full name:

Ainur Filusovich Galliamov
Products:

Sand-cement mixes (M150, M200, M300); 

strengthened tile adhesive; aerated concrete glue; 

cement plaster

Annual output:

up to 200 tons monthly
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

100 tons monthly

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Affordable price at equivalent quality.

We plan on expanding and modernization of the production facilities; production build-up; purchasing vehicles for 

trasporting raw materials and commodities.

Contact details: 

Key partners:
Trade bases in Tatarstan and Udmurtia

Naberezhnye-Chelny Highway 2b, the city of Elabuga, 423600, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (960) 071-16-66

KAZAN PLANT OF SILICATE WALL MATERIALS, LLC
Products:

Silicate thickened bricks and stone as per GOST 379-2015; colored ashlar silicate bricks 

(yellow, black, gray, brown, green, red, orange, apricot-colored) as per GOST 379-2015; 

rough-axed colored ashlar bricks as per GOST 379-2015.

Annual output:

rated capacity is 120 mln. pcs. 

of nom. brick, 

72 mln. pcs. in 2019, 

85 mln. pcs. of nom. brick in 2020

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

72 mln. pcs. in 2019

85 mln. pcs. in 2020

Extra information:

Briz Construction Company; Unistroy; Al-Tash; ZHIK Company Group; KamaStroyInvest

The leader in manufacturing ashlar and course silicate brick in the Republic of Tatarstan (the rate capability is 120 

mln. pcs. of nom. brick); over 20 types of silicate brick; specimens of each brick batch undergo testing in a laboratory 

owned by the company. Specimens are randomly sampled; our products are used in many major construction 

projects in Kazan and other cities/town of Tatarstan.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Our products consist of eco-friendly constituents only: sand and lime; cost efficiency: our products are at least twice 

cheaper than ceramic analogs; high strength (our products can be used for construction of bearing walls of 

buildings rising to 14 floors); service life of over 200 years under severe climate conditions.

To reduce release prices and build up the production, we plan to come into possession of a sand quarry along the 

Volga river, and a quay in the proximity of the production site. Stimulate the use of construction materials produced 

in the Republic of Tatarstan, and limit the import of analogous products from other regions.

8 (843) 5-707-909 (Sales Department), 8 (843) 2-037-991 (Reception), info@kzssm.ru

Contact details:

Key partners:

Avtoservisnaya Street 3, the city of Kazan, 420051, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
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ZAINSK CERAMSITE, LLC

Head's full name:

Raykhan Khuziazianovich Minaziev
Products:

Ceramsite gravel

Annual output:

60,000 m³ annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

90%

Key partners: 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

Ceramsite production augmentation up to 80,000 m³ annually

Zavodskaya Street 20, the town of Zainsk, 423521, the Republic of Tatarstan;; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8-917-237-22-22, 8 (85558)5-66-66 (Director General), 8(85558) 5-66-65 (Chief Accountant); zai.keramzit@mail.ru

High quality of ceramsite featuring a low bulk mass: 250-300кг/m³

ProfitGroup, LLC; Eurostyle, LLC; Teplodom, LLC; Stroyengineering, LLC; Arslan, LLC; AISK, LLC

CERAMIC, JSC
Products:

Ceramsite brick 

Annual output:

38.5 mln.nom. pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

22.75 mln.nom. pcs.

Contact details:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Adely Kutuya Street 118, the city of Kazan, 420073 the Republic of Tatarstan; 8-800-511-81-06

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Thickened 20 mm front wall; a wide range of product sizes: 0.5nf to 2.1nf; light to dark in hue. Delivery to any 

destination within the Russian Federation and CIS. Brick reservation. Storage of bricks at the manufacturer's 

warehouse. Clay deposits owned by the company. Laboratories owned by the company. The production facilities 

allow meeting the market demand. Convenient location of manufacturing sites.

Accent on mass consumption commodities: light-colored bricks of format 1.4nf; popularization of dark-colored 

bricks of different textures e.g. Bavarian masonry; production of 0.7nf brick.

8382



KAMASTROYINDUSTRY, LLC
Products:

Ceramsite brick 

Annual output:

22.9 mln. nom. pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

16.5 mln. nom. pcs.

A wide size range: 0.7 nf to 2.1 nf; a wide color range: light to dark in hue; delivery to any destination within the Russian 

Federation and CIS; brick reservation; brick storage at the manufacturer's warehouse; clay deposits owned by the 

company; proprietary laboratories; the production facilities allow meeting the market demand; convenient location 

of the manufacturing site.

Kamastroyindustry, LLC is a brick plant located in Naberezhnye Chelny; the production facilites are capable of over 

22.9 mln. nom. bricks annually; the rated capability of the plant is 45 mln. nom. bricks annually.

Trade companies of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Tatarstan; developers of the Russian Federation 

(including Primorye and Kazakhstan).

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Key partners: 

Extra information:

Contact details:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Adely Kutuya Street 118, the city of Kazan, 420073 the Republic of Tatarstan; 8-800-511-81-06

Accent on mass consumption commodities: light-colored bricks of format 1.4nf; popularization of dark-colored 

bricks of different textures e.g. Bavarian masonry; production of 0.7nf brick.

GYPSUM COMPANY, LLC
Head's full name:

Ruslan Salikhovich Sadykov
Products:

Plaster, undercoat, gypsum glue

Annual output:

60% of production facilities are engaged
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

80% of the production output

Internet advertising to ensure rapid information propagation and consequent sales market expansion; ad 

placement in 2GIS guide in order to expand potential clientele; installation of advertising boards i.e running an 

outdoor advertising campaign to ensure a high rate of repeated contacts; preparation of advertising leaflets 

describing the assortment and consumer properties of products; presentation of new kinds of products (maybe 

jointly with other manufacturers); customized approach to make clients interested in purchasing our products; 

elaboration of an adaptive price policy to maintain the competitiveness of our products at a desirable level.

8(843) 500-55-71, instagram.com/aksolit_official

Permanent improvement of production facilities; supreme quality of products; product sales only directly to 

customers, without mediators; the capability of production build-up without prejudice to quality; convenient 

location; access roads and access ramps, etc.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners: 

Volzhskaya Street 24, the village of Syukeevo, Kamsk-Ustyinsk District, 422820, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

State Housing Stock under the patronage of the President of the Republic of Tatarstan (Zhilfond Trade House, LLC)

MASTER & STONE INDUSTRY, LLC
Head's full name:

Ilnar Insafovich Giliazov
Products:

Items of natural stone

Annual output:

149 mln. rubles VAT inclusive in 2020
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

146 mln. rubles VAT inclusive in 2020

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Revive the craft of stone dressing in the region.
Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Proprietary production facilities; warehouse stock of diverse natural stone (Karelia, Ural, Kazakhstan).

BERGAUF LAISHEVO, LLC
Products:

Dry cement mixes and gypsum plaster; 

cast-in-place floor, glues

Annual output:

100 to 120 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

80%

Head's full name:

Andrey Alexeevich Okruzhnov
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Extra information:
Ceramic JSC known as Koschakovskiy Brick Plant located in Kazan is a major manufacturer of ceramic ashlar brick in 

Russia. The production facilities are capable of over 38.5 mln. nom bricks annually; the rated capability of the plant is 

45 mln. nom. bricks annually.

Key partners:
Trade companies of the Russian Federation and the Republic of Tatarstan; developers of the Russian Federation 

(including Primorye and Kazakhstan).

Key partners:

Kalinina Street 30, the city of Kazan, 420043 the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 204-07-44, 8 (919) 638-84-89

Eurostroyholding+, LLC; Leroy Merlin Vostok, LLC; Greystroy, LLC

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Competitive price; high quality; delivery to any destination within the Russian Federation and CIS.
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STROYSERVICE, JSC
Products:

Ceramic bricks

Annual output:

25,000 to 30,000 thous. pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

100%
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
The use of ceramic bricks/units in construction reduces the time spent on the implementation of construction 

projects, and reduces mortar and power consumption.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
We plan on launching the production of large-size units.

Contact details:
Davydov Street 137a, the town of Mamadysh, 422190, the Republic of Tatarstan;; phone: 8(85563)3-50-58

Key partners: 
Zhilfond Trade House, LLC

Head's full name:

Ilfat Faiazovich Khaziev

MUSLYUMOVO MSO, CJSC
Products:

Soft-mud molded ceramic solid bricks 

of grades 100, 125, 150

Annual output:

2 mln. 500 pcs.
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, the town of Zainsk, 

the city of Nizhnekamsk, the settlement of Sarmanovo, 

the town of Jalil, the settlement of Aktanysh, the city of 

Almetyevsk, the town of Aznakaevo

Build up the production and improve the quality of products

F.Rshitov Street 40, the village of Muslyumovo, Muslyumovo District, 423970, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8 (885556) 2-35-60, 2-51-48

Environmentally-safe products

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 

Head's full name:

Ildar Gaiazovich Avzalov

SPECSELSTROY PSK, LLC
Products:

Red solid brick of grade M-125

Annual output:

3 to 4 mln. bricks per season
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

100%

Head's full name:

Damir Khabirovich Khalilov

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Proposal: offer the products to apartment developers.

Affordable price

8 (905) 022-77-33

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

COLISEUM, LLC
Products:

Undercoat, plaster, self-leveling floor, ceramic tile 

adhesive, cement-sand mix M-150, cement-sand 

mix M-300, hyper-pressed bricks, paving stone

Annual output:

16 tons daily (dry construction mixes),

9,600 pcs. daily (brick)

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

the production output is entirely consumed 

in the territory of the Republic of Tatarstan

Head's full name:

Anton Andreevich Kartashov
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Contact details:

The advantages of our dry construction mixes: high-quality raw materials; mineral fillers; polymer additives.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Competitive advantages: Compared to products by rivals, the advantages of our bricks are as follows: frost resistance 

is 75 cycles; high strength: M 200-250, eco-friendly components; a wide range of available colors and hues.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Refurbishment of production facilities to increase the production capacity.

Key partners:
GrateStroy; Amur; StroyBlock; MBG-SI; Morozko Trade House; Timerstroy; Construction Department 5; Venta

L.Tolstoy Street 138, the town of Chistopol, 422980, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (906) 331-17-19

VOLMA-ABSALAYMOVO, LLC
Products:

Gypsum boards, tongue-and-groove slabs

Annual output:

Gypsum boards: 10,8 mln. m² annually 

Tongue-and-groove slabs: 600,000 m² annually

Head's full name:

Igor Ivanovich Stepanov

8 (917) 237-43-06 (A.A. Okruzhnov, Director of the Plant)

Expansion of proprietary production facilities; deployment of new manufacturing sites in Central Federal Region 

and South Federal Region. Leadership in supplying dry construction mixes throughout the Russian Federation.

All major construction malls: Leroy Merlin, Agava, Megastroy, OBI etc.

Forestry Street 32a, the village of Stolbische, Laishevo District, 422624, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 227-43-64 (65) (phone/fax), bergauf.ru

Extra information:

Contact details:

Key partners:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
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Key partners:
Eurostyle, LLC; Procurement Plus, LLC; Individual entrepreneur Bochkarev



MANUFACTURE OF ELEVATORS, SKIP HOISTS, 
ESCALATORS, AND TRAVELATORS

The option of manufacturing customized elevators; high quality ar affordable prices; competitive production.

Pavilion 3, room 14-9, New Tura Technopolis, Industrial Zone, the town of Zelenodolsk, Zelenodolsk District, 

422540, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (905) 317-79-97, rlm116@mail.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Key partners:

Regional promotion of the elevator industry; import substitution policy maintenance. The set-up of the hi-tech 

elevator production cycle entirely in territory of the Republic of Tatarstan.

Total Renovation Fund

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

REGIONLIFTMASH, LLC
Products:

Elevators and ancillary equipment

Annual output:

1000 elevators annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

500 elevators annually

Head's full name:

Gulshat Albertovna Zagidullina

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Durability, reliability, safety, rapid installation

BULAT, LLC
Products:

Modular galvanized wedge scaffolds; cranes; 

elevators; scaffold towers; hangars

Annual output:

200 tons monthly
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

200 tons monthly

Head's full name:

Mikhail Alexandrovich Luchko

FLAX-FIBER (FLAX) PRODUCTION

Melioratorov Street 19/1, the village of Ileber, Saby District, 422060, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (937) 620-16-20

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Dividan Flax, LLC; Brin-M, LLC

High quality.

Key partners:

FLAX, LLC
Products:

Long and short flax-fibre

Annual output:

9720 thous. rubles

Head's full name:

Rasil Vasilevich Gabdrakhmanov

PRODUCTION OF PE AND PVC PIPES

OLIMP, LLC
Products:

Utility and drinking water pipes

Annual output:

500,000

Head's full name:

Renat Rashitovich Islamov

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High production quality

Kutuzov Street 10a/3, the city of Kazan, 420047 the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 225-22-54
Contact details:
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Contact details:

8 (85593) 2-40-01, aps-secretar@volma.ru, aps-zakirova@volma.ru

High production quality.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Sovetskaya Street 121, the village of Absalyamova, Yutazy District, 493657, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

volma.ru
Extra information:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
development@njnr.ru, 8 (985) 411-19-05

Key partners:
Rolled metal; hot galvanation, metal treatment

Search for partners in the field of leasing, in the field of metal structure installation
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20 years in the construction market

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners: 

Stable high quality; customer support; rich experience in the implementation of strategic and socially significant 

projects; rapidness, and loyality.

Contact details:

Tatneft, PJSC; Nizhnekamsk-Petrochemical; TANECO; Kazan Construction Association; Alabuga SEZ; Gazprom; 

Rosatom; Ministry of Defense; National Railway Company; Mosvodocanal; Rosvodocanal

8 (843)2300-340 (ext.:2 24, fax: 176), 8 (987) 22-88-560, lex@tehstroi.ru, tehstroi.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

1st Volskaya Street 1, the city of Kazan, 420053 the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Leadership in exporting polymer commodities; expansion of production facilities and assortment; elaboration and 

implementation of new standards for utility networks; combatting falsification and cunterfeasance.

Extra information:

TECHSTROY PLANT
Products:

Polymer pipes, wells, fittings

Annual output:

up to 60,000 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

5,000 to 7,000 tons annually

RESEARCH & PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE "FIBER-GLASS PIPE PLANT", LLC
Products:

Fiber-glass production strings; 

fiber-glass casing strings; 

fiber-glass line pipes; shaped elements; 

main field pipelines; tee pipes; flanges; 

sleeve pipes

Head's full name:

Sergey Alexeevich Volkov

Excellent performance of fiber-glass pipelines ensure smooth operation of equipment throughout its service life. 

Products comply with Specs 2296-001 to 26757545-2008 based on requirements of ISO, API 15HR, API 15LR, and 

requirement of Russian regulatory documents.

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Pushkin Street 1/55a, the city of Kazan, 420111 the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 299-60-99, www.zst.ru, zst@zst.ru

INTERPLAST, LLC
Products:

Polyethylene pipes for drinking 

and industrial water supply

Head's full name:

Evgeny Alexandrovich Pashinin

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
All products are supported with quality and hygiene certificates. The option of manufacturing polyethylene pipes of 

the customized length according to customer's needs.

Contact details:
Zhurnalistov Street 100, the city of Kazan, 420053, the Republic of Tatarstan;

8 (843) 265-37-56, 272-75-89, www.kazinterplast.narod.ru, interplastkaz@rambler.ru

POLYMER LIMITED Trade House, LLC
Products:

Polyethylene pipes and fittings
Head's full name:

Sergey Alexandrovich Sokolov

Sales market expansion; market share gains; dealer network expansion across the Russian Federation. Concerning 

the industry: the market transparency improvement; creation of unified Register of certified suppliers.

8 (843) 512-30-05, 512-30-06

polimer-ltd.ru

Tetsevskaya Street 16, the city of Kazan, 42005,1 the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
This year, the Polymer Limited trademark celebrates its 17th anniversary. Standard-size items are always available at 

the company's warehouses. The warehouse area totals 4 hectars. 2019 saw the launch of a production line for 

manufacturing composite pipes under the PIpetech trademark. Weld fittings are manufactured in accordance with 

customer's drawings; available diameters: 25 to 1200 mm. All products are accompanied with necessary certificates 

and data sheets. The company has its own test laboratory. We have dealers in a number of major cities of Russia: Ufa, 

Sochi, Samara, Irkutsk.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

Extra information:

Key partners:
Vodocanal, MUE in the city of Kazan; Capital Construction Supervisory Agency for the Republic of Tatarstan; Unistriy, 

LLC; Briz Construction Company; Volgadorstroy, LLC; Volgaavtodor; Gas Infrastructure Development Fund for the 

Republic of Tatarstan; Dealers for the Republic of Tatarstan.
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Annual output:

24,000 tons
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

4,000 tons

KAZANORGSYNTES, PJSC
Products:

Low-pressure high-density polyethylene 

and related composite materials; high-pressure 

polyethylene; polycarbonate; gas and water supply 

polyethylene pipes; joint elements; ultrathene

Annual output:

63 001 967,700 rubles

Head's full name:

Farid Gertovich Minigulov

Belomorskaya Street 101, the city of Kazan, 420051, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 533-98-09, 533-98-20, kazanorgsintez.ru, kos@kos.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality of products enables their export. The company is the leading Russian exporter of polyethylene, 

supplying polyethylene products to 36 countries.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Production capability build-up by adoption innovative technologies to increase the production output and save 

resources thereby improving the occupational safety; holding events to discuss ecology issues thereby contributing 

to the public welfare.

Contact details:

INTERPLASTIC, LLC
Products:

Polymer pipes intended for water supply, 

water discharge, gas infrastructure development, 

heat supply, electrical cabling

Head's full name:

Lenar Aminovich Gilmutdinov

Octyabrskaya Street 57, the village of Peschanye Kovali, Laishevo District, 422625, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Key partners:

Innovative solution with using polymer composite materials featuring specific properties.

High quality of products; rapid manufacturing and delivery; innovative solutions; consulting services in network 

engineering.

Water service companies of major cities of the Russian Federation; Tatneft, PJSC; Gazprom, PJSC; Capital Urban 

Construction Supervisory Agencies; Network Company, JSC; Ural-Potassium, JSC; VAD, JSC

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

8 (495) 784-82-90, info@inplastic.ru, inplastic.ru

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

KAZANHYDROPLAST, LLC
Products:

Low-pressure polyethylene pipes, 

fittings

Annual output:

not less than 8,500 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

от 30%

Head's full name:

Elmir Ravilevich Altafov

Assortment expansion.

High quality, affordability, rapidness.

8(800)234-32-50, 8 (843) 67-32-551

kazgp.ru

Alrosa Diamond Company; KZMK; "TEMPO"; Ural-Potassium, PJSC; Saratovvodocanal, MUE; Ulyanovskvodocanal, 

MUE; Mordovcement, JSC; Tattelecom, PJSC; RemEnergoStroy, LLC; Vostochny Cosmodrome; Specstroy of Russia

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
Kazanskaya Street 23, the village of Pestretsy, Pestretsy District, 422770, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Extra information:

Key partners:

POLYETHYLENE PIPE PLANT "POLYMER", LLC
Products:

Pipes for cold and hot water supply, gas supply, 

sewage discharge (corrugated pipes); industrial pipes, 

PE 100 RC; welding machines for polyethylen pipes; 

shape elements

Annual output:

297,555 linear meters

Head's full name:

Evgeny Gennadievich Tiunov

Sales market expansion throughout Russia.

Extra information:

Contact details:

Strict adherence to delivery timelines; competitive price; delivery to an agreed destination; no tax risks; competent 

order management.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

8 (800) 30-104-30, 8 (843) 228-99-53

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

www.1truba.ru

Key partners:
Ikaplast, LLC; Priority, LLC; Priority Group, LLC; Karat NC, LLC; Vesta-Polymer, LLC

Agrarnaya Street 1a, the village of Pestretsy, Pestretsy District, 422770, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
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POLYMER POVOLZHYE, LLC
Products:

LPPE pipes

Annual output:

318,411.200 linear meters
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

254,757.200 linear meters

Head's full name:

Leysan Adkhamovna Gaynutdinova

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
The company pursues a permanent improvement policy. In 2020, we launched our website polymer-povolzhye.rf 

having been contributing to attracting new customers, and consequent expansion of the sales market throughout 

the Russian Federation. For the future, we plan on launching the second extrusion line to expand the size range of 

products i.e. increase the pipe diameter from 315 to 630 mm.

Tetyushi's 200th Anniversary Street 14/1, the town of Tetyushi, Tetyushi District, 422370, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8(84373) 561-05-67

Key partners:

We were among the first in Tatarstan to master the production of two-layer and three-layer pipes with an outer 

protective coating and inner fireproof coating widely used in the power industry. In 2021, the production of cross-

linked RC polyethylene pipes was launched. Main advantages: rapid order management; customized approach to 

clients; high production quality; affordable prices.

Contact details:

TECHTRADE, LLC; RAMINVEST-M, LLC; PSK "Stroyinvest", LLC; Hydroelectromontazh, LLC; KDS, LLC; Elite-stroy, LLC; 

Regionstroy, LLC

SOKOL PLANT, LLC

Products:

Polyethylene pipes, fittings; 

polypropylene package tape.

Sliding roof hinges for vehicle curtains

Head's full name:

Sergey Mikhailovich Spevak

Contact details:

8 (8552) 79-27-40

Official address: Gagarina Street 41, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423802, the Republic of Tatarstan;

Actual address: Moscovskaya Street 32, the village of Biklyan, 423878, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

PRODUCTION OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ON PETROCHEMICAL BASIS

MASTER KLINE, LLC
Products:

Construction glues

Annual output:

2,000 tons annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

90 tons annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Expansion of production facilities; expansion of assortment; product quality improvement; product promotion 

campaigns.

8 (85594) 9-98-20, masterklein.ru

Extra information:

Neftyanikov Street, 17/6, the town of Bugulma, 422320, the Republic of Tatarstan;  

New products: silicone high-temperature and intumescent sealants. Our products are certified as compliant with 

the requirements of Quality Management System ISO 9001

Key partners:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

«Leroy Merlin», «Bostik», «Akson», «Titan Wild», «Tytan», «Set`K», «Color»

Contact details:

A wide range of products; affordability, high quality; competent customer management; renowned brand.

Head's full name:

Svetlana Semenovna Kurkina

SAFPLAST
Products:

Cellular polycarbonate

Annual output:

3,759,971.800 rubles

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High-quality raw materials, Italian equipment and online support by OMIPA company; proprietary research facilities 

and cooperation with leading research institutions; optimal logistics.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 
SafPlast territory 1, Vysokaya Gora District, 422701, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 233-05-33, info@safplast.ru

Step-by-step reduction in adverse environmental impact of the production activities.

Head's full name:

Andrey Alexeevich Evseev
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INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR V.M. GUD
Products:

Paintwork materials, decorative plaster, 

surfactants, primers, undercoat

Annual output:

200 tons monthly
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

70% of the production output

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Entering regional markets and CIS markets.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
A wide product range; import substitution; lime materials.

Head's full name:

Vladimir Mikhailovich Gud'

P-D TATNEFT-ALABUGA FIBER-GLASS, LLC
Products:

Fiber-glass mesh

Annual output:

11.7 mln. m²
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

0.35 mln. m²
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Augmentation of bearing capability of various construction and finishing layers in the construction industry. Fiver-

glass mesh has a high resistance to alkalies and high tensile resistance, contributes to dampening internal strain 

caused by steep temperature differences, prevents cracking of plaster layer irrespective of weather conditions. 

Fiber-glass mesh is used for reinforcing plastered facades, connection points of window and door frames to walls, 

self-leveling floor; for protection of surfaces from cracking; for outer heat insulation (wet facade systems).

Head's full name:

Ilvir Razinovich Sattarov
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TRIS, LLC
Products:

Aerated concrete glue; wood glue; 

spray-applied glue for mineral wool; 

spray-applied polyurethane heat insulator; 

structural adhesive

Contact details: 
Stroitelnaya Street 10, the town of Bugulma, 423210, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (804) 333-69-40, opt@s-tris.ru

Head's full name:

Timur Shamilevich Bulushev

Contact details:
Chapaeva Street 51b, the city of Elabuga, 423602, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (800) 250-25-27 (Sales Department), 8 (85557) 3-00-90, 8(85557) 4-87-42, 8 (917) 866-60-60, 8 (85557) 4-54-66 

(Accounting Department), bravo-rt@mail.ru

Key partners:
Ak-Tash; Ak-Bars Stroy; Everest; Crost Concern; PiK

TATNEFT-PRESSCOMPOSITE, LLC
Head's full name:

F.V. Gaynetdinov
Products:

SMC/BMC COMPOUNDS; 

FIBERPULL fiber-glass sections; 

fiber-glass cable bearers; 

FIBERPIPE fiber-glass pipesAnnual output:

Capability of SMC compounds is 8,000 tons annually;

FIBERPULL fiber-glass sections: over 1000 km/year; 

FIBERPIPE fiber-glass pipes: 450 km annually.

Key partners:
Tatneft, PJSC; Kamatek, LLC

Contact details:
Street 22.1, build. 48/3, Industrial Park Alabuga the city of Elabuga, Elabuga District, 423600, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (885557) 5-19-98, 8 (885557) 5-19-98 (fax)

Strength: corrosion resistance; light-weight; lower price compared to stainless steel; rapid installation; color 

resistance; durability.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

POLYMATIZ, JSC
Products:

Construction materials of grade "PolyspunStroy" grade; 

unwoven PolyspunAgro material 

and high-performance unwoven industrial-purpose 

PolyspunProfi material

Annual output:

1,590,176 thous. rubles

Head's full name:

Ainur Filusovich Galliamov

A wide range of Polyspun®Stroy steam-permeable construction membranes; a wide variety of construction 

materials, including laminated those. Proprietary production facilities capable of 10,000 tons annually.

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

SH-2 Street 10/1, Alabuga SEZ, 423601, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85557) 5-91-10, 5-91-15, info@polymatiz.ru

Key partners:

SH-2 Street (Alabuga SEZ territory) 11/1, Elabuga District, 423601, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85557) 5-90-94, 5-91-31

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Fiber-glass mesh production build-up. Strengthening the company's position in the sector of fiber-glass in the 

Russian market; the opportunity of entering European markets.

Akant-SM, LLC; RusBau, LLC; Facade-PRO, LLC; Armikon, LLC; Bau-Spets Komplekt, LLC; League- Region, LLC; 

TECHPROF, LLC

Contact details:
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ALABUGA-FIBER, LLC
Products:

The carbon fiber of UMT grade; fabrics; prepregs; 

construction-purpose composite materials
Annual output:

1,099,411 thous. rubles

SH-2 Street 11/9, the city of Elabuga, 423600, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details:

8 (85557) 5-34-00, alabuga-volokno@umatex.com

Rank among the top five manufacturers of carbon fiber by 2030. To achieve this goal, we plan to intensify export 

activities, deploy 4 new production lines to ensure annual production of up to 10,000 tons of fiber.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
The production equipment complies with all applicable international standards. Adoption of a domestic technology 

of making carbon fiber. The annual output is over 1,400 tons. In terms of cost and properties, our products match 

foreign analogs.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Head's full name:

Alexander Andreevich Dmitrikov

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
Products:

Elaboration, production, and sales of hi-tech construction 

materials and structural protection solutions 

and ensuring human comfort and safety

Annual output:

3 tons of products per day
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

5,000 thous. rubles

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Key partners:

Sales market expansion; the introduction of proprietary innovations on an annual basis.

Mullanur Vakhitov Street 6, the city of Kazan, 420034, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details:

8 (843) 227-00-99, 8 (843) 227-00-98, info@inn-t.com

All product manufactured by the company are simple to use and are highly efficient when applied according to their 

intended purposes. All coating and intercompatible, and can be combined with each other within a premises 

protection system. We use only well-proven raw materials supplied by leading chemical companies; we run a strict 

quality inspection of incoming raw materials; our production sites are furnished with cutting-edge equipment only, 

therefore our products feature supreme quality. We have our own laboratory which allows testing products and raw 

materials for quality and conducting researches for elaboration of new types of materials and coatings.

Nizhnekamsk-petrochemical, PJSC, NK-Rosneft, PJSC; Gasprom, PJSC; Rosatom State Corporation; Samsung 

Corporation; Coca-Cola Company; utility companies; transport companies; defense companies

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Head's full name:

Anton Andreevich Gaiduk

TN-ALABUGA, LLC
Products:

Polyurethane construction foam, adhesive foam, 

construction foam cleanser

Contact details:
Alabuga SEZ, 423601, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (85557) 5-26-08, 5-26-09, volkova.i@tn.ru

Head's full name:

Aidar Khadisovich Sagadiev

MULTIPLAST , LLC
Products:

Deck boards; facing panels; veranda fences of WPC;

hearths; veranda furniture; hardscape elements;

decorative laser dicing; braziers

Owing to adaptive performance characteristics, decking boards and facing panels can be used in any region of the 

Russian Federation.

Contact details:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Ovrazhnaya Street 4, the settlement of Nikolaevskiy, Zelenodolsk District, 420051, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (800) 200-28-78,8 (499) 322-28-78, multideck.ru, info@multiplast.biz

Head's full name:

Oleg Ildusovich Tarkhanov

M-7 Industrial Park; Velvette Marine; Volzhanin Plant; RiverLift super capable hoists, Capital Stroy, AMK; 

AgroTransPort

Key partners:

KVART, JSC
Head's full name:

Rafael Ravilyevich Galimov
Products:

Adhesives, sealants; elastic roofing; gas welding hoses; 

bitumen pumping hoses

Annual output:

2,500,000.0 thous. rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

65,608.7 thous. rubles

Tekhnicheskaya Street 25a, the city of Kazan, 420054, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 278-48-91

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality.

Contact details:

Key partners:
Construction enterprises in the Republic of Tatarstan and the Russian Federation
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ORION, JSC
Head's full name:

Sergey Petrovich Puchkov
Products:

Cross-linked polyethylene foam in reels; cross-linked 

polyethylene foam with light-reflecting mylar/foil 

insulation; pressed bricks/units of cross-linked 

polyethylene foam

Contact details:
Lagernaya Street 78, the city of Kazan, 420030, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 231-80-52, 231-84-40, juskaeva@aksalut.ru

The largest Russian manufacturer/supplier of drums and mats of cross-linked polyethylene foam of PPE grade 

intended for arranging heat-, acoustic-, vibro-, and hydro-insulation in industrial and civil construction projects.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

32.1

KAZAN RUBBER SYNTHESIS PLANT, JAS
Products:

Construction tricolor junctural pastes; 

general-purpose construction sealants; 

professional sealants; silicone two-component facade 

coating MAXSIL; MAXIL PU 2052: polyurethane junctural 

two-component paste; repairing silicone tape 

MAXSIL LETSAR; organo-silicone two-component 

compounds; polysulfide oligomer

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:
Lebedev Street 1, the city of Kazan, 420054, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 278-37-57, info@kzck.ru

Having modern technologies and owing to the rich research and production experience of the personnel, the 

enterprise manufactures unique high-quality products applicable to various industrial sectors and being in 

demand throughout CIS and abroad.

Head's full name:

Alexey Valerievich Konturov

RECON NPF, LLC
Products:

Water dispersions of epoxide and alkyd resins; 

renovation materials; materials for reinforcement 

of structures; waterproofing materials; 

corrosion protection epoxide coatings of metal 

and concrete surfaces; facade and interior paints

8 (843) 212-50-88, 212-54-10, recon-rec.ru, info@recon-rec.ru

Khimgrad Technopolis, Vosstaniya Street 100, the city of Kazan, 420095, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

High-quality eco-friendly unique paintwork and renovation materials.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Head's full name:

Anton Nikolaevich Semenov

LAKKO PAINTWORK PLANT
Products:

General-purpose construction paints; 

water-dispersion paints certified for using in medical, 

schools, pre-school institutions; industrial paints 

and primers; fireproof paints and fire-retardant 

treatment compounds; wood protection compunds; 

decorative plasters and paints for manual 

and mechanized application; paints for treatment 

of cultural heritage assets; paint in the aerosol package; 

compound for a quick cleansing of mineral surfaces 

from paints of any types; water-erasable chalk paints 

Holiday Paint; paints for marking roads, grass, stadiums, 

and parking lots.

Vosstanya Street 100, build. 205b, the city of Kazan, 420095, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Supreme quality of our paintwork materials. Voluntary certification corporate quality management systems 

compliant with GOST ISO 9001-2015; our product have all approval certificates.

Contact details:

8 (843) 212-51-53, nfo@kraski-lakko.ru

Head's full name:

Rinat Rafkatovich Safarov

POLYPLAST-KAZAN, LLC
Products:

Concrete additives

Contact details:
Shkolnaya Street 11, the village of Nikolskoe, Laishevo District, 422627, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 203-63-23, polyplast-kazan@mail.ru

Head's full name:

Maxim Viktorovich Semelenov
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NIZHNEKAMSK-PETROCHEMICAL, PJSC
Head's full name:

Airat Foatovich Safin 
Products:

Synthetic rubber and plastic
Annual output:

133,170,890 thous. rubles

Contact details:
Sobolekovskaya Street 23, the city of Nizhnekamask, 423574, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

We rank among the largest petrochemical companies in Europe; we a leading manufacturer of synthetic rubber 

and polymers in the Russian Federation. Nizhnekamsk-Petrochemical PJSC is ranked among the top 10 synthetic 

rubber manufacturers in the world.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8 (8555) 37-70-65, www.nknh.ru, nknh@nknh.ru

ELASTIC PLANT, LLC
Head's full name:

Alexey Vladimirovich Kurkin
Products:

Unwoven materials made using Spunbond 

and Meltblown technologiesAnnual output:

1,737,403.6 thous. rubles

Furnished with modern European equipment, the plant has a high production potential. In the course of 

manufacturing, the product and work performance quality are ensured via a quality management procedure 

compliant with ISO 9001-2008 in the voluntary certification system.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

The city of Nizhnekamsk, 423574, the Republic of Tatarstan;8 (8555) 38-30-90, 38-30-98
Contact details:

ELASTOKAM, LLC
Head's full name:

Roman Petrovich Dronov
Products:

Heat insulating materials Elastopor, 

heat- and hydro-insulation; polyurethane foam 

insulation of pipelines; polyurethane insulation 

of sandwich panels

Contact details: 

8 (8555) 38-30-62, elastokam@basf.com

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
The pant located in Nizhnekamsk specializes in manufacturing polyol components supplied by BASF plants located 

in Europe. Elastokam LLC has a set of reactors capable of 5 to 20 tons; a transshipment warehouse for raw materials 

and commodities.

Industrial Zone, the city of Nizhnekamsk, 423574, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

RIAT, JSC
Head's full name:

Vladimir Vasilyevich Ponomarev
Products:

Pipe heat insulation materials; thermo panels 

of RU foam; structural insulating panels of PU foam

Highly proficient personnel; involvement of certified eco-friendly raw materials; hi-tech production equipment; 

provision of the full set of construction services; application of modern power-efficient solutions in construction 

projects.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry: Currently, DKS "RIAT", JSC adopts and the 

URETEL technology which allows strengthening of soils and elevating foundations of "sagged" buildings.

Contact details:
Pushkin Street 4, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423823, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (8552) 53-44-41, dks.riat.ru, 

ss@riat.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

RABIKA ENERGY SAVING, LLC
Head's full name:

Nikolay Mikhailovich Raginov
Products:

Bitumen, bitumenous primer, mastics

8 (8552) 44-30-10, 44-32-44, info@rabika.ru

The city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423816, P.B. 16087, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details:

SMITH-SPORT, LLC
Products:

Hockey boards and boxes; 

sports equipment

Annual output:

30-40 boxes annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

70%

We produce professional hockey pillarless double boards with glass retainers for conducting international sports 

contests of different levels. Unique high-quality product.

Entering a new level of the market and production. Increase production output and sales amount.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

GK Fortex, LLC

New Way Street 14/2, the village of Shemordan, Saby District, 422050, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843) 253-77-52

Key partners: 

Contact details:

Head's full name:

Rustam Raifovich Davletshin
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PRODUCTION OF RUBBER ARTICLES

ALEXXEVO CABLE PLANT, LLC
Products:

Cable

Annual output:

3,600,000 m – 144.0 mln. rubles
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

3,240,000 m – 129.6 mln. rubles – 90%

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Creation of new products.

Quality and logistics

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 

8 (987) 212-66-24, sang-07@mail.ru

Key partners:
Electrocenter, LLC; Electrokomplekt, LLC; TH Svline System, LLC

Severanya Street 25/9, the settlement of Alexeevskoe, 422900, the Republic of Tatarstan 

Head's full name:

Anton Gennadyevich Solovyev

MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING COMPANY "SBT", LLC
Products:

Cable carriers, bus ducts, uninterruptible power sources, lightning protection and grounding systems

Annual output:

revenue for 2020: 239.77 mln. rubles

The company was established in 2013 in Kazan. Out company, PRODUCTION & ENGINEERING COMPANY SBT LLC, 

specializes in manufacturing cable carriers, bus ducts, lightning protection and grounding systems, and 

uninterruptible power sources. We specialize in turnkey implementation of ordered projects, including: design, 

production, customization, installation, and commissioning of equipment.

We plan on launching the production of lightning protection systems in the territory of the Republic of Tatarstan.

Industrial enterprises, petrochemical companies, mining companies, and refineries
Key partners: 

Exclusive engineering: designing, delivery and supervision installation.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:
8 (937) 611-53-04 (Airat Munirovich Agliullin)

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Extra information:

PRODUCTION OF GLASS AND GLASS ARTICLES, 
PVC WINDOWS AND DOORS

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR R.A. SAFIN

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Expand the sales market beyond Alkeevskoe District.

High quality.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8 (927) 407-71-65
Contact details:

Products:

Window frames, glass units

Annual output:

25-30 windows daily

Head's full name:

Rail Avkhatovich Safin 

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR A.A. ZIGANGIROV

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High quality.

Expand the sales market beyond Alkeevskoe District.
Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
8 (927) 405-53-52

Products:

Window frames

Annual output:

25-30 windows daily

Head's full name:

Albert Azatovich Zigangirov 

EUROFIBER, LLC

Contact details:
Aznakaevo District, 423301, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (927) 474-30-38, kim44788@yandex.ru

Products:

Plastic windows
Head's full name:

Ramilya Minbaevna Kim
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ATNINSK WINDOW PLANT
Products:

PVC structures

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Expansion of production facilities; production build-up; order management both in the Republic of Tatarstan and 

throughout the Russian Federation.

Quality, rapidness, customization

Contact details: 
Siberian Route 34, build. 4/213, the city of Kazan, 420029 the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (917) 881-19-11

Key partners: 
“Stis"; "Kazan Plast", "Chameleon"

Head's full name:

Khalil Marsilevich Khabibullin

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR R.K. BEKMUKHAMEDOV
Products:

PVC window frames

Annual output:

8 m² daily (per season)
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

8 m² 

High quality, ruggedness, and rapid manufacturing.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

The product range extension, and the sales market expansion.

Contact details:
Tekhnicheskaya Street, the village of Staroe Drozhzhanoe, Drozhzhanoe District, 422460, the Republic of 

Tatarstan; 8 (937) 282-16-79,

Cheboksary Glass Plant (glass units)

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners:

Head's full name:

Rinat Kamilyevich Bekmukhamedov

TRAKYA GLASS RUS, JSC
Products:

Rough flat lass sheets; 

silvery glass mirror

Annual output:

215,180 tons (in 2020)
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

27,975 tons

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
Availability and sales of bulk glass to nearly-located clients, what contributes to reducing expenses for packaging 

materials; customer management system improvement by applying the logistics.

Expansion of the assortment and the bulk glass sales market.

Head's full name:

Shishmek Gyultekin

SKALA, LLC
Products:

PVC windows, aluminum structures

Annual output:

200,000

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:
High production quality

Contact details:
Siberian Route 13/2, the city of Kazan, 420029, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (937) 522-93-64, 8 (843) 590-73-19

Head's full name:

Alexander Nikolaevich Filimonov
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Contact details:
SH-2 Street 12/7, Alabuga SEZ, 423600, the Republic of Tatarstan;

Key partners:
Ket partners: manufacturers of glass units in the Volga, Ural, Siberia, Center, South regions of the Russian Federation.

DM-CLASSIC, LLC
Products:

PVC windows and doors; laminated sections

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

VEKA RUS is official partner of the Company

Arkhangelskaya Street 14, the city of Kazan, 420030, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

High production quality, competitive prices; automated production facilities; provision of dealers with information 

necessary for cooperation (quality certificates, GOSTs, SNIPs).

Contact details:

8 (843) 2-400-400, 555-39-64, sale@vk-zavod.com, okna-vkoz.ru

Дополнительная информация:

Head's full name:

Denis Ivanovich Chernenkiy

VOLGA REGION WINDOW EMPIRE, LLC
Products:

PVC windows; glass units; laminated sections; 

aluminum structures; premium-class articlesAnnual output:

480,000 m² of windows annually 

500,000 m² of glass units

Head's full name:

Managing company ZENDA, LLC

Manufacture of complex non-standard structures; quality control, hi-tech production.

imperia-op.ru

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details: 
Gorky Highway 28/5, the city of Kazan, 420004, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (843)205-50-55, kzn@imperia-op.ru; 

kzn@imperia-op.ru

Extra information:
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DOMOSTROY, LLC
Products:

Window units

Annual output:

3,935,475.00 (VAT exclusive)

Gagarina Street 2, the village of Yadyger, Kukmor District, 422124, the Republic of Tatarstan;
Contact details: 

Head's full name:

Azat Muzakirovich Nabiev

SABY WINDOWS, LLC
Products:

Plastic windows

Annual output:

7,200 m² annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

7,200 m² annually

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Key partners: 

Zavodskaya Street 4, the settlement of B.Saby, 422060, the Republic of Tatarstan 8 (84362) 2-50-50

Sales market expansion.

High quality.

Contact details: 

PMK-159, LLC; KOLOS, LLC; SIYFAT, LLC

Head's full name:

Rafael Kordusovich Karimullin
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TTS 116, LLC
Products:

Construction-purpose glass units 

Annual output:

180,000 m² annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

60%

Kazan DSK, LLC; Kazan Window Structures, LLC

Contact details:

Key partners:

Maxim Gorky Street 56r, the town of Tetyushi, Tetyushi District, 422370, the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (960) 847-50-00

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Expansion of production facilities

Rapid manufacturing

Head's full name:

Alexey Ivanovich Cherkasov

LED LAMPS, LED LIGHTS, SOLAR PLANTS, 
AND RELEVANT PRODUCTS; 

INDEPENDENT UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SOURCES; 
ULTRAVIOLET RECIRCULATION IRRADIATORS

KAZAN PLANT OF LED LAMPS, LLC
Products:

Outdoor LED lamps featuring standby mode; 

indoor LED lamps featuring adaptive illumination; 

outdoor LED lamps; industrial LED lamps, 

indoor LED lamps; strip lights; steel brackets 

for fixing lamps of any types

Annual output:

2,000 to 3,000 pieces monthly

Head's full name:

Faiz Raisovich Safin

High quality and affordability; a high lm/W ratio; production automation (CNC machine for laser cutting of metal to 

meet any customer's needs); unique products for adaptive automatic illumination; rich experience in the 

production and turnkey installation of lamps for urban and countryside illumination. Warranty of up to 5 years.

Substitute power consuming and obsolete light sources by power-efficient affordable modern LED lamps; promote 

adaptive indoor illumination to facilitate the further power-efficient operation of lamps.

Khalitova Street 8, the city of Kazan, 420088 the Republic of Tatarstan; 8 (800) 505-91-88

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details: 

LEDEL, LLC
Products:

LED lamps, 

light control systems

Head's full name:

Artur Igorevich Kogdanin

Proprietary domestic production facilities, including power sources; proprietary research facilities; 12 years of 

presence in the market; a wide range of products for various purposes.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Assortment expansion, and market share gains.

Shamil Usmanov Street 31a, the city of Kazan, 420095 the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:

8 (843) 564-20-70, 8 (800) 100-30-30, info@ledel.ru

Key partners:
Construction company
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QUEST, LLC
Products:

outdoor overhung LED lamps; industrial LED lamps 

for warehouses; LED lamps for logistic centers; 

LED lamps for offices and amenity rooms; LED lamps 

for sports facilities; an automated system for the control 

of outdoor illumination by using our proprietary 

technology QUEST-ASUNO; OEM manufacturing 

of electronic elements

Annual output:

5000 to 6000 pcs. monthly

Head's full name:

Radik Ramisovich Isliamov

Competitive advantages: involvement of high-quality components and the production process control ensure 

supreme quality of products; the lamp design ensures the convenience of their operation.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

NPO "TATELECTROMASH", JSC (A GELIOMASTER DIVISION)
Products:

Led lamps, led lights, solar plants, 

and relevant products; 

independent uninterruptible power sources; 

ultraviolet recirculation irradiators

Annual output:

4,000 to 5,000 monthly

Head's full name:

Ildus Zakievich Islamov

Extra information:

Key partners:

Our products feature attractive design, rich functionality, high performance, affordability.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:
Promotion of our products, and expansion of clientele to make them interested in GELIOMASTER products.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Motornaya Street 38, the city of Naberezhnye Chelny, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan; 
Contact details:

8 (8552) 54-45-75, 8 (917) 394-84-43, sale@geliomaster.com

For our part, we can take on arranging presentations and events to detail on our products and capabilities of our 

company. We readily cooperate, and upon a request from the other side, we can hold an event.

KAMAZ. PJSC; Nizhnekamsk-Petrochemical, PJSC; TATNEFT, PJSC; KAZANORGSINTEZ, PJSC; TAIF, JSC; Haier 

Corporation (China); NIZHNEKAMSK-TYRE, PJSC; TANECO, JSC; SIBUR Holding, PJSC; RUSAL, PJSC; IKEA Industry, 

LLC; EFKO Company Group; Eurokhim, PJSC; RUSAGRO Company Group; KZH "Birrusa", JSC; KURGANSTALMOST, 

CJSC; Lebedinsdky Miming & Refining Plant; Kovdorsky Mining & Refining Plant, etc.

HEAT INSULATION MATERIAL PRODUCTION

ROCKWOOL, LLC
Products:

Heat- and acoustic insulation, and fireproofing of mineral wool

Contact details:

Fire retardance: mineral wool withstands temperature of over 1000 degrees of Celsius. Durability: mineral wool 

service life is at least 50 years. Environmental safety: the material is based on natural stone. Energy efficiency: mineral 

wool contributes to reduction in expenses for heating and air conditioning of premises.

Key partners:

ROCKWOOL Russian belongs to ROCKWOOL Corporation leading in manufacturing products based on mineral 

wool. Our products are applied for heat insulation, acoustic insulation, and fireproofing, and are intended for all 

kinds of premises as well as for shipbuilding, and industrial equipment. ROCKWOOL renders consulting services 

concerning the energy efficiency of premises, supplies all-in solutions for heat insulation of facades, roofs, and 

fireproofing, decorative panels for facades, acoustic suspended ceilings, sound insulation barriers for protection 

from road noise, and anti-vibration panels for railways; substrates for planting. ROCKWOOL company functions 

since 1909, with the headquarter located in Denmark. ROCKWOOL possesses 47 production sites in Europe, North 

America, and Asia. Our team is over 11,500-person strong. Domestic industrial ROCKWOOL production sites are 

located in the town of Balashikha, Zheleznodorozhny Micro-district, Moscow District; in the town of Vyborg, 

Leningrad District; in the town of Troitsk, Chelyabinsk District; Alabuga SEZ (the Republic of Tatarstan).

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

8 (967) 374-66-38, nelya.burnasheva@rockwool.com

Extra information:

Local construction enterprises.

ARMSTRONG BUILDING PRODUCTS, LLC
Products:

Production of ceiling slabs 

of mineral wool

Head's full name:

Alexey Nikolaevich Evdokimov

Contact details:

Key partners:

8 (85557) 9-30-44, dublyazhenko.olga@knaufarmstrong.com

SH-2 Street 11/5, Alabuga SEZ, Elabuga District, 423602, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Construction company

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
Engels Street 1c, the town of Chistopol, 422980, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 424-35-68, 424-34-90, 8 (800) 302-00-06, kvest-led.ru

Promotion of products.
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MANUFACTURE OF RADIATORS 
AND CENTRAL HEATING BOILERS

SVETOZAR TRADE, LLC
Products:

Radiators, climat control 

and ventilation equipmentAnnual output:

26,000

A. Kamaleeva Avenue 34c/1010, the city of Kazan, 420073, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

8 (843) 233-39-87, 8 (843) 233-37-08

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

High production quality

Head's full name:

Adel Ravilevich Aminov 

TECHVENT PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE, LLC
Products:

Ventilation systems, refrigerator conditioning systems; automation and dispatching systems; 

heat substations, and mixing shunts

Annual output:

in 2020:

network elements: 1818 pcs.; 

fans: 1189 pcs.; 

frame units: 460 pcs;

refrigerators: 65 pcs.; 

rotary heat exchangers: 55 pcs.;

mixing shunts: 299 pcs.; 

control and automation

cabinets: 245 pcs.

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

in 2020:

network elements: 1818 pcs.; 

fans: 1189 pcs.; 

frame units: 460 pcs;

refrigerators: 48 pcs.; r

otary heat exchangers: 46 pcs.;

mixing shunst: 200 pcs.;

control and automation cabinets: 1095 pcs.

Efficient and reliable equipment whose operability is ensured by at-site maintenance staff; absolute leak-tightness 

of equipment due to the two-layer gaskets (the only gasket center in Russia); high heat- and acoustic insulation 

performance; components by only well-proven European suppliers.

Domestic engineering activities for elaboration and introduction of energy-efficient equipment. Holding events 

facilitating import substitution of equipment and accessories of internal utility systems. Expansion of production 

facilities in the Republic of Tatarstan. Creation of new workplaces; support of recent graduates from engineer and 

technical institutions. Provision of socially significant sites/facilities with critical amenities for ensuring human 

comfort.

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Contact details:
8 (843) 527-52-50, info@techent.ru

TechVent Production Enterprise, LLC is a Tatarstan company specializing in manufacturing climate control 

equipment of Mountair and Airway trademarks. A manufacturer of ventilation systems, refrigerator conditioning 

systems, automation and dispatching systems, modular heat substations, and mixing shunts. The company 

represent a modern, fast-paced enterprise manufacturing products complying with all applicable European 

standards, embracing advanced domestic solutions, performing any design and production works, including 

commissioning and adjustment of produced equipment, and its further maintenance. 

Techvent Production Enterprise LLC offers solutions for: residential and administrative buildings, swimming pools, 

ice arenas, sports facilities, clinics, malls, agroindustrial parks.

Key partners:
Developers, investors, construction companies, engineering and installation enterprises, design institutes.

Extra information:

AN AFFILIATE OF ZAVOD TECHNO LLC
Products:

Mineral wool

Annual output:

2,399,683 m³

Reliability and high quality.

Avtozavodskaya Street 7, the town of Zainsk, 423520, the Republic of Tatarstan;

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:

Head's full name:

Andrey Valerievich Mamontov

LEADER PKF, LLC
Products:

Ecovata heat insulation material

Annual output:

800,000 kg
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

600,000 kg

Head's full name:

Denis Viktorovich Barkalov

Oktyabrskaya Street 14, the village of Suvorovka, Tukaevo District, 423800, the Republic of Tatarstan.

Key partners: 

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Construction company

The launch of new production line.

Cost efficiency, bulk material, excellent acoustic insulation and heat conduction performance.
Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Contact details:
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K-TERM, LLC
Head's full name:

Konstantin Nikolaevich Deulin

Products:

Household heat radiator

Annual output:

3000 pcs./month, 

there is potential 

to increase twice the production 

output for a quarter

Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

Small sales volume since the company is just emerging, 

and the production is under establishment

Competitive advantages: beneficial price/quality ratio ensuring high thermal efficiency, reliability, and durability; 

absence of joints excludes the probability of liquid leaks; piping is made of copper to exclude corrosion.

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Extra information:

Key partners:
Retail outlets and raw material suppliers

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Construction market share gains in Tatarstan and Russia; export activities.

Contact details:

8 (84342) 5-60-05 (Director General, 8 (960) 033-35-88 (Deputy Director General); k-term.director@mail.ru

Engels Street 131L, unit N-2/1, the town of Chistopol, Chistopol District, 422980, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

We plan on cooperation with major construction companies in Tatarstan.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 
SUPERVISION AUTHORITIES 

OF REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN

Ministry of Construction, Architecture, and Housing 
and Communal Services of the Republic of Tatarstan

Public service on the issuance of capital construction permits if such a capital construc-

tion project is planned to be implemented in the territory of two or more municipal 

entities (municipal and/or urban districts), and in case of renovation of a capital con-

struction facility located in the territory of two or more municipal entities (municipal 

and/or urban districts), except as stipulated in Part 5 and 5.1 of Article 51 of Civil 

Construction Code of the Russian Federation and other applicable federal regulations.

Public service on the issuance of permits for land reclamation on a water body if the 

latter is located in the territory of two or more municipal entities (municipal and/or 

urban districts) of the Republic of Tatarstan.

Public service on the issuance of permits for commissioning capital construction 

projects in case if such a capital construction project is planned to be implemented in 

the territory of two or more municipal entities (municipal and/or urban districts), and in 

case of renovation of a capital construction facility located in the territory of two or more 

municipal entities (municipal and/or urban districts), except as stipulated in Part 5 of 

Article 51 of Civil Construction Code of the Russian Federation and other applicable 

federal regulations.

Public service on the issuance of permits for commissioning a reclaimed land plot if the 

latter is located in the territory of two or more municipal entities (municipal and/or 

urban districts) of the Republic of Tatarstan.
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YALKYN, LLC
Products:

Pellet boilers for heating residential 

and industrial premises

Annual output:

150 to 200 boilers annually
Sales amount in the Republic of Tatarstan:

50%

8 (903) 306-43-02

Contact details:

Assortment expansion.

Boilers can run on low-grade and cheap fuel hence allowing significantly reduce expenses for heating premises.

New Way Street 14/1, the village of Shemordan, Saby District, 422050, the Republic of Tatarstan; 

Advantages of the products compared to competitors:

Intents and offers on developing the company and the entire industry:

Head's full name:

Emil Ramilevich Usmanov



invest.tatarstan.ru

For this purpose, investors gain access
to the investment portal for the Republic of Tatarstan,

being a designated all-in tool translated into 11 languages:

Investor

• Business partners

• State authorities

• Other parties

When opting for cooperation with the Investment Promotion Agency, 

investors are guaranteed to be serviced on the one-stop principle:

Project 
strategy 
elaboration

Company
establishment

Investment site
selection

Assistance
to the investor

INVESTMENT PROMOTION AGENCY 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF TATARSTAN 

For the last seven years, the Investment Promotion Agency of the Republic of 

Tatarstan has been contributing to solving the following tasks:

support and implementation of investment projects on the one-stop principle;

creation of favorable investment climate; augmentation of investment attrac-

tiveness of the Republic of Tatarstan;

development of partnership between public and private entities.

attraction of investors;

State Expertise and Pricing Agency 
for the Republic of Tatarstan in the field of Construction 
and Architecture

Public service on state expertise of design documentation and/or geotechnical survey 

results.

Public service on verification of construction/renovation project cost estimate.

of the Republic of Tatarstan
Inspections by State Construction Supervision Agency 

Public service on the issuance of expert certificates to affirm that a finished 

construction/renovation project complies with the requirements of technical regula-

tions and design documentation, including the requirements for energy efficiency, and 

that it is equipped with the required energy resource consumption meters.
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Tatinvestcivilproject, State Unitary Enterprise

Tatinvestcivilproject, State Unitary Enterprise is a tool for implementing major programs run 

in the Russian Federation and in the Republic of Tatarstan. Services of geotechnical surveys, 

design, urban development and landscaping, architecture, renovation, BIM technology 

construction, subway construction, modeling. 
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TATARSTAN WELCOMES
YOUR INVESTMENTS!

JOIN US IN DEVELOPING
TATARSTAN!


